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Law School Proposal
Reviewed at College Assembly
By Samual R. Gilliland
Features Editor
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Bill Porter and Rachel Elman sail through the rough
waters of Bristol Harbor during a recent practice.

cation rate is presently at
recordnumbers. Overthenext
year, Santoro anticipates that
Featured at the Sept.26 perhaps 100,000 prospective
College Assembly was An- students will apply to law
thony Santoro, dean of Wid- schools nationwide.
Santoro continued by
ener University Law School
in Delaware. Santorohasbeen relating this research of nagiven tile task of preparing a tional law school enrollment
preliminary study of the to the Rhode Island region.
feasability of the proposed Santoro claims that the kind
law school at RWC.
of law school that the college
Santoro's studies began should be envisioning is one
withthetrackingoflawschool ' that is regionally attended.
enrollment on a national scale That is, the administration
over the last ten years. What should expect that the stuhe noticed was that the num- dents who will enroll will come
ber of applications to law from Rhode Island and
schools dropped in the period surrouding counties in Conof 1982 through 1985. This necticut and Massachusetts.
arop, sa1a ~antoro, was aue to The administration could exthe 4awyer glut• that coin- pect 200-220 applications and
cided with the early part of a full-time enrollment of 50 thatdecade. But,Santorowas · 60 students per year. A sigquick to assure that the appli- nificant number of part-time

students are also expected to
enroll.
The great majority of
discussion focused on the two
potential locations for the new
school oflaw. The Bristol site
would be located here on campus. Providence is the second
location, though a particular
site in Providence has yet to
be mentioned. Particular financial and practical aspects
of each site also have yet to be
studied. But what is clear is
that each site has its share of
advantages and drawbacks.
Bristol is at an advantage because it already includes
support facilities necessary to
theoperationofacollege. Only
a law building would need to
The Providence
be built.

Continued with related
story on Page 12

Stephen Carlotti begins Contemporary Forums
series with a lecture on the state of insurance
By Chris Zammarelli
Staff Writer
On Sept. 26, Contemporary Forums presented
Stephen J. Carlotti, a graduate of Dartmouth College and
the Yale Law School, but, more
importantly, former chief operating officer of Mutual Life
Benefit Life Insurance Company. Carlotti discussed the
state of the insurance industry in the United States. Like
the savings and loans industry, the insurance industry has
been hit with hard times,
which caused the downfall of
Mutual Benefit and many
other insurance companies.
However, Carlotti pointed out
that while the savings and
loans were protected by the
federal government, the insurance industry is not.
What brought the downfall of many insurance companies? Carlotti said that
what happened with Mutual
Benefit was that it invested
its money in real estate. The
real estate company it invested
in went into a state of depression, causing a great loss
· of client confidence. Without
this confidence in the company, clients withdrew their
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According to Carolotti, pictured above, half the insuran~e
companies that exist today will not exist by the year 2000.
money, leaving the company
in shambles.
The discussion went into
various technical explanations
about the many problems with
the industry, ranging from
companies investing in junk
bonds to companies that, like
Mutual Benefit, lost the confidence of their clients. The
introduction of new policies
and types of insurance in the
1970s added to the problems
because "the rules changed
dramatically and the industry
didn't adjust."
Part of the industry

changes that brought proble~s was the introduction of
new kinds ofinsurance. For a

Continued on next page
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Carlotti claims insurance industry is w'orse off than savings and loans
Continued from Page 1
long time, term life and, later,
ordinary insurance were what
people bought. Tenn life insurance rates went up as a·
person grew older, while ·ordi~
nary life insurance got
cheaper. Universal life insurance -was introduced in
1979 and had fixed charges.
This was foltowed by variable
life insurance, ·in which the
money a person pays for insurance is, for the most part,
invested for the person, which
adds a stronger element ofrisk
into insurance buying.
Carlotti also went into
detail about how the ' insurance companies price their insurance: - Companies try · to

figureouta"mortalityspread," theory. The way to solve the
which guesses how many · problem is consolidation,
people Will aetually suffer-an - ·which will result in capitol
accidental death during the and cost-saving, and better
year. This, combined with how management.
· Afterwards, I asked
thepolicysells,detenninesthe
price, This involves a lot of Carlottihowhemadethejump
guess work and according to from the legal profession (first
Carlotti, the problem was that managing partner of the ·
"most companies guessed Hinkley, Allen, Snyder, and
wrong:"
Comen law firm) to the insurCarlotti said thathalfthe ance industry. He told me
insurance companies that ex- that he had a friend who was
ist today will not by the year president and chief operating
2()()9. He concluded by telling officerofMutual Benefit. This
a joke about lawyers and by friend convinced him that insaying, "You gotta have a surance was the business to
theory." Hemadeitclearthat be in. For example, Carlotti
the problem with the in_sur- mentioned during the discus.:
ance industry today is that sion that good insurance
they clearly do not have a ag~nts can make up .to

$900,000 a year. He 's aid that
it does take a lot of work to get
to that level, but at that point,
you can do-as much or as little
work as yoti want. Also, if it
seems that agents are a little
pushy when they ·try to sell
insurance, one should realize
that an agent lives off of
commission. In other words,
if they don't make . the sale,
they don't get paid. This
makes insurance selling a
profitable, but also dangerous,
way to make a living. If an
agent is good, then he or she
could be set for life, moneywise.
The audience reactedfavorably to what Cadotti had
to say. Later in the evening, I

overheard one person say that
it took a lot of guts for Carlotti
to speak that night, since he
was a part of a failed insurance company. However, since
Carlotti had a lot to say about
why the company failed , he
seemed to be a logical person
to speak about the problems
with the insurance company.
He also showed that while the
country is focused on the major bail-out of savings and
loans industry, the insurance
industry is probably in more
trouble. The insurance industry was insolvent in 1981 and
is still in a lot of financial
trouble today.

Administration Report:
Increase in Fi~ancial Aid Budget
Personnel changes
Plans for fourth dorm delayed
Practicing Newport architect Jeff Staats is now a
full-time member of' the fac-- '
ulty. Staats was formerly at
Thecollegehasincreased RWC part-time. He holds a
the financial aid budget by degree from Harvard and is
$1.3 million, hired a part-time interested in preservation. Dr.
legalcouncil,madesixchanges George de Tarnowsky is the
in personnel, begun a plan to new dean of the School of '
restructure the summer 5chool Business. De Tarnowsky was
and evening division, and de- . an associate . professor at
layed plans to build a fourth Bryant College.
dormitory building.
Sharon De Luca is new
According to Vice-Presi- at the School of Fine and Per. dent for Academic Affairs Dr. fonningArts, teachinggraphic
Malcolm Forbes, the financial art. She holds a master's deaid budget was increased to gree in Fine Art from Tyler
respond to the increasing en- School of Art and formerly
rollment and need for aid. The taught at Penn State. FiQally,
additional $1.3 million, bring- Dr. Bobby Starnes is new in
ing the total financial aid the School of Education. She
budget to slightly over $3 ho lds a docto r ate from
million, was added by making Harvard Graduate School.
cuts in other areas.of the school
According to Vice-President Robert McKenna, the
bu dget.
President Na tale Sicuro board of directors approved a
announced on Sept. 12 the plantorestructuretheevening
hiring of Fred Bruno, an at- and summer schools. The retorney from Bristol, as the structuring involves a $75.00
school's part-time legal coun- increase in the per-cour se fee
cil. Brunowillbeamemberof from $270 to $345 in the
the RWC staff. In the past, evening division. McKenna
the school had not ret ained a expect s it will bring i:a addipermanent council but had tional revenue. The plan will
retained legal help as it was take effect in September 1992
needed.
in the evening division and in
In the area of persormel, May in the summer school.
Bill Galloway is the new diConstruction of the
rector of admissions. Gallo- . planned fourth dormitory
way was a vice-president at building and subsequent sale
Briarcliffe College and a con- of the Almeida residential
sultant to an ·enrollment complex have been postponed
management firm in New until the economy improves,
York. Veronica Maher is new according to McKenna. The
on the main library reference school is planning to use proand media staff. Maher has a ceeds from the sale ofAlmeida
master's degree in political to help with the cost of Dorin
science from St. John's Uni- IV. Construction of the buildversity and was formerly a ing could be delayed as much
part-time librarian at Provi- as two years, according to one
dence College.
estimate.

By William B. Darby
:", Staff Writer , -
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10 State Street Bristol, RI 02809 (401) 253-4099
Books for the Heart, Mind & Body

A Quiet, Air-Conditioned Place by Bristol Harbor
*Books on Hindu, Buddhist, Sufi, Sikh & Christian
*New & Used Books in Metaphysics
*Books & Tapes on Relaxation, Meditation, Addiction & Recovery
· *Crystals & Unique Jewelry
*Videos for Rent
*Special Greeting Cards - _
*Hard to Find Magazines . ·
*Tarot with Cris, Sat 12-6, Sun. 12-5 by Appointment Only

Pr9grams for Septe1nber
_Friday, 13th-Iv1arjorie 11usacchio _
.
·
. ~- Channelll!g Kwan Yin (Goddess of Mercy and Compassion) ·
Ftj.day, .20th-Cris Mc<;ullough-Urban ~hall)<mism (Classes to Follow)
Fnday, 27th Introduction to A Course m Mtracles
All Program~ begin at 7:30pm and end about 19.J>m. Cost is $10.00
For Reservations
.
Call (401) 253- 4099
Open Every Day 1vfonday-Saturday 10 to 6
Sundays 12-5 ·
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College News
Susan Kano Lectures on the
Dangers of Dieting
By William B. Darby

Staff Writer
Have you ever dieted to
lose weight, only to gain it all
back, and then some? "Social
pressure drives us all", said
author and researcher Susan
Kano, lecturing on campus
Sept. 25. Kano combines her
musical talent with her
knowledge of dieting physiology to communicate her
message of "natural weight
control."
Kano's first book,
"Making Peace With Food,"
is now u.sed by hospitals and
universitites. She contends
that each of us have a
"setpoint weight" determined
by a variety of factors.
Setpoint weight is a
natural weight range that our
bodies will defend by lowering our metabolism to bum
less energy, as often occurs
in reduced-intake weight loss
dieting, or raisng it to bum

more. Ifwe diet by eating less, to your body and eat as much
a process called overcompen- as you want.
Eat plenty of whole
sation may occur when we lose
20 percent or more our body grains (such as whole wheat
and brown rice) and very little
weight.
Usually, our body's fat sugar or sweet foods.
Get more aerobic exercells expand and shrink when
regularly
(she recomcise
one gains and loses weight. In
mends
1/2
hour
3 times a
overcompensation, fat cells
and
eat
less
foods with
week),
increase in number. If this
happens, a person will weigh fat and/or oil.
Additionally, avoid foods
more after the diet than be- ·
fore. Kano says that dieting with artificial sweeteners, and
causes an increase in weight look for whole-grain, complex. carbohydrate, and fiber-rich
35 - 50 percent of the time.
According to Kano, ''The foods.
These, followed faithbody has mechanisims which
protect it against permanent fully, will cause your body to
weight
loss
due
to defend a weight at the low end
dieting... many ... seem geneti- of your setpoint range.
"Making Peace With
cally protected from overcompensation while others are Food" can be ordered through
genetically predisposed to it." Gurze Books (M8) P. 0. Box
Kano contends that per- 2238, Carlsbad, CA 92018.
manent change in setpoint can (619-434-5476). She is curonly be affected by permanent rently enjoying being a mother
change in lifestyle. She offers to her 2 1/2 year - old daughter.
the following advice:
Diets don't work. Listen
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1~ Keg Service & Cold Beer/Free Bag of Ice with Purchase~ I
I g 3001 East Main Rd. Portsmouth (401) 683-4030 Active RWC Alumni j
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Joseph A. Cavallaro, Pharmacist
Mon. thru Fri. 9:00- 9:00
Sat. 9:00-6:00
Sun. & Hot. 9:00 - 12:00

BUFFING·TON PHARMACY
Afetlica£Supp&.s ·Saks &

~ntals

· ~ree 'Defivery

'Bristo{, 11J 02809
Emergency Service (401) 253-6555
49~JfopeStrut,

''Okay, let's get to work."

Bristol Auto Supply
. . 'i·
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c1•1 . Tribune Media Setw.

Bradford Street, Bristol, RI
Take 114 into downtown
Turn left at Balzano's Pizza.
(401) 253-6313
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Editorial/Letters·
Student Fed-Up With Parking Grievances
To the EditOr:
I would like to comment
on the opinions of many as
expressed through an anonymous letter written to the
Editor, published in the last
issue of The Messenger. The
subject is once again the
parking problem on campus.
Give it a rest. · There is
no parking problem on campus. There are plenty of spots
to park at North Campus,
more than enough. Are we
really so lazy that we can't
walk the width of a playing
field to our class? The letter
stated "Why should we have
to park in North Campus?" f

ask, what's wrong with parking at north lot? Is the asphalt
not good enough or your precious tires? If the author feels
unsafe walking there at night,
then the ·problem is with
lighting and security, not with
parking. And the idea of
building another .parking lot
is ludicrous. The last thing
that this campus needs is another sea of asphalt.
The author also said that
he/she has to leave at 8:45
a.m. to be "guaranteed a spot"
before his/her 1:00 p.m. class.
I suggest that the author reevaluate his/her priorities. If
your car means that much to
you, go to automotive main-

tenance school.
There are many ofus who
take the bus to school, or even
(-gasp-) WALK .. Many don't
have the luxury of a cadit IS
a luxury item) and we are sick
to death of having to listen to
your
sniveling
little
Volkswagen whining. The
only consolation that comes
from your incessant complaining is that it gives us
non-car owners something to
laugh at. You have no idea
how ridiculous you look.
Sincerely fed-up,
M. David Sadinsky

Student Suggests earpooling is the Solution
to Parking Problems

To the Editor:

which wotild beoome our next
parking lot. Schemes to cram
I must hail the anony- more cars on _campus are
mous writer who brought our c'c)unter-productive. This
school's parking problem's to campus is fast becoming an
the attention of The Messen- asphalt ocean. Last year
ger. (Issue 2, Sept. 23, 1991) thousands of dollars were
However, when it comes time spent on studentparkingtickto analyze the two suggestions ets and countless hours wasted
the writer leaves us, I must hunting down spaces.
·My long term goal i_s to
make issue.
At $10,000 a year in tu- help establish an escort service
ition, the school should not be on this campus that would bus
in the policy of denying us any people to the school from
of our current rights, whether various locations in Bristol on
it be denying us the right to an hourly basis. At night, a
park in front of our living ar- vehicle- could provide wary
eas or denying us the pleasure students with secure transof grass and _trees; nature portation, and on weekends
this service could become a
safe rides program, keeping
drunk drivers off the streets
of Bristol.
Ifstudents felt they could

commit to this, they would
save gas, money, time and
aggravation, but most of all,
we would save the natural
environment;here on campus
and globally. But until then,
please, ride a bike, walk, or
car pool (after all, most commuters have roommates). And
those of you who live at
Almeida, please utilizethe car
pool system that they are trying1to get off the ground there.
(This is an issue that I
have great interest in; please
drop me any thoughts you may
have in my student senate
mail box downstairs in the
Union.)
Thank you,
Alex Dardinski

Parking Peaves Get PeeWee Pissed Off
To the Editor:

Whydon'twejustputup
a parking garage at the front
In regards to the stu- gate, after all, why should we
dents who is complaining . have to get Daddy's BMW wet
about the parking problem on during a rain storm?
Whileweareatit,getrid
campus, let me remind him/
her that parking on campus is of all those trees. (We could
put in more parking space, of
a luxury, not a right!
Just because these course.)
Granted, parking is not
people can't pull Daddy's
BMW up to the classroom the greatest, but on a nice day
building, so they will not be a little walking around never
inconvenienced for their 1:00 hurt. Enjoy -what you have
p.m. visual thinking class, is and stop your complaining.
no reason to pave over the You are lucky to be where you
are.
entire campus. Get a life.

Besides, shouldn't an
upperclass _college student
have more important thought
on his mind than something
as trivial as parking?
PeeWee

ADVERTISING STAFF
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Kristy Meghreblian
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Dave Coughlin,
Kevin Christian, Lisa Hathaway, Drew Letts, Tom Sasso
DESIGN STAFF
. Kristy Meghreblian,
Kris Barone
Lisa Verni
BUSINESS MANAGER
Lindsey Johnson
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
To place an ad, please call 254-3229.
The Messenger is a bi-weekly publication.
Circulation: 2500
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Editori3llbetters·
Former WQRI Executive Responds to Messenger Article
To the Editor:

on loan for the record company and still is their property.
·In the last issue of The It says on the disc and/or
Messenger, Neil Nachbar record that sale is prohibited.
wrote a story aoout WQRI. So Therefore, selling them is
now that all has been said and . against the law and illegal.
done, I'll reiterate afewthings. That would be compromisjng
Oh, if anyone is wondering my position and· my future.
who I am - my name is Mike These allegations are unHummel.
founded, false and lies. They
I'm very much for the couldseriouslyhurtmyfuture
changes being 'Q)ade at all in this business, ·and in my
levels at WQRI. I always said opinion are slanderous!!!!
that the best thing that could
It was said that I hold
happen to the station would too much power. I never had
be more involvement at all the power to make major ·
levels. Themoreinvolvement, changes, unlike my co-workthe more ideas, the better the ers. In tlie past there have
experience for all. The new beenpeopleinpowerthathave
linear management .w ould used their positions to benefit
help. others see aspects that themselves and WQRI. There
some might not consider. is too much power and using
Thus, improving the way the. , the station for personal gain.
station runs. . ·The music I.
· I ~o~fa '. also like ,to des tarted changing in June . .(end what"was said ~bQut me
Many of you have already · by 'fellow membe'r s' of WQRI."
noticed a difference. Chang~ Pete Daly said, "The station is
ingthemusictoawiderappeal running a lot smoother withtakes some time because you out him." However, when Pete
want to attract as many lis- was cleaning the station for
teners as possible; plus you work study, I was music didon't want to lose the quality rector and had no authoritative position at the statfon.
of the product.
The reasons I resigned Pete was iiot here over the
were not because I couldn't summer, and was at the staaccept change, but rather the tion about a week before I left.
way I was treated by Tony How would he know that the
Ferreira. I know I'm not alone station was running smoother
·
·
Hew~ righ.t; wj,t\>.Q~~ Ml~:>~~ d.oes he,kno~
I'm a non-student, and I pay how a station 1s run~
no actiVIty tee. There is not
W1J ~ : Stee.Je, one of the
much of a choice for me. few that will move on to proHowever, half the board are fessional radio is a non-stunon-students also. He was dent and works in a top posialso right in saying that top tion. Wil does not "work" at
positions should be held by WPRO; he is an intern. Does
non-students. If a student this make him an authority
wanted my job, then they could on communication?
have had it after the board's
Tom Crude said, "He
approval.
wasn't letting anyone do any1 never stole music and thing else." Tom did do other
sold it for personal gain. The things. He was my assistant
music the station receives is over the summer. At one point

Tom's actions warranted me
to remove him as my assistant,
but not his on-air responsibilities, which he chose to ignore for the next two weeks.
Upon returning, as if nothing
was
amiss,
he
was
unchasticed. Tom is also a
non-student.
DJ ·Rich said, "Mike being here was pad for morale ... "
Rich has worked at WQRI for
18 months, during that time
we rarely saw on another. · Ifl
was bad for morale, than why
did all the people that worked
with him last year (all students) not return to work with
him again? Harsh words from
a non-student: Perhaps Mr.
Alexander. has. it backwards.
I feel I have done many
good things fqr· the station.
WQRI was · the'-first college
station to receive concert ticket
giveaways Jrom Frank J.
Russo. I was responsible for
obtaintng these tickets. We
got the tickets even before
some commercial stations did.
Along with another station
member, I put together the
Birthday Bash in Providence.
It cost the station nothing.
When a large ph9ne piil of all
900 numbers came in, · I
brought it to Tony's attention.
I called the phone company
and had the bill ($300) totally
eraSed.
·
·
All this for myself! I beg
to differ. In my opinion the
advisor, both Senate and administration should take the
winter inte,rsession course on .
radio. Then maybe they would
betterunderstand why things
run the way they do. That is
all I have to say. I was found
guilty and convicted (by them),
before I could defend myself.
Roger Williams left the
Massachusetts Bay Colony for
that reason. I'm so glad we
carry on his beliefs so well
now.
Sincerely,
Mike Hummel
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Students -Agree With' Messenger
Commentary; Higher Tuition Does
' ·Not Equal Higher ~ducatiol'.1 ,
'-~.

·~

· . , . ·'
dents mean-.capital which. is.
. , ,To the E ditor: ,
,·
used to improve the college...,.-- .
.
if students leave, .the rest of• .
I found the ~riicle "Dis- · the college suffers.
pelling the Myth: IJigher Tu. "Further, it would appear
ition Doeg, Ngt E qual High.er , that . the- administration · has
Edµc ation" a. telling docu- over looked the fact that many
menj; concerning the .s tate' of students pay for some, half, or
student services at RWC. all of their educatiorr. StuAside from .myself, many stu- dentsarebeginningtowonder
· dents and a number of_alumni · where their money is being
have observed a marked de- . spent when services are being
cline in student services. cut, but tuition increased. ·.
Many ofus.are curious to know · Some students point to recent.
the -.administration's attit:ude gross :.and unnecessary adconcern:ingthe c,µ ts in student ministrative expenditures
service&,.. From a student's 1 . that ·do not benefit presentpoint of -view, the seven per~ . stu1lents ~ the new table ifr -·
cent tuition. hike at RWC is the. board ·ro:om, the College
not consistent with the facts · ~ coinmunityclambake,andthe·
of life since the. beginning of. Fulton House renovations.
the 1991-1992 academic year Others have suggested that , ·
-our $8 million library serves the feasibility study for the
the students' needs only fifteen law school, which most present
hours a day, one hour less than ,. students will never ·benefit
last year, our computer facili- from, is taking a bigger chunk
ties are in disarray as we ap- of our tuition than it should. _
proach midterm, and less.
Inclosing,thereisalarge
fundingisavailabletostudent contingent of RWC students
organizations that has been thathavebecomeincreasingly
in the past.
disenchanted with the state of
These facts become even the college this autumn.
less logical when one consid- Things need to change, and
er~ that by cutting services to answers need to be given, or
the students, the administra- some people will be spending
tion is lowering the academic their education dollars somequality of the college. These place else.
cuts breed disconten.t and
could result in a ·number of
-The Ministers of
students leaving RWC. StuInformation

-· Director of.Academic Cqmputj.ng Responds
t<? Me~senger C<?m!Jlentary
To

the Editor:

- ·

·

·· . . · - ·
· ·
'
·
.
.October, and will contain 32 interest her to know that
I am wri:ting in re:. 'terminals. IfMs..Cic~hinohad WordPerf~t(not"an~ntirely
spon~e to . tl1~ commentary read the Sept. 9 issue of The. different computer proby Susan ,CicchiQo · in the · Messene-er. she. would have gram") is available on ·the
Sept. 23 issµe. foher article, known .about the c~mnections .IBMs: and Macs as well as
Ms. Cicchino e;Xpresses wi- . in SM13 l and the· scheduled · the .D{t,
derstan_dablecon~emsabou,t opening of th~ new lab. In.·
We understand the
the temporarily reduced additori to The Messene-er ar: . problems that students are
number of Data General tide, this inforination was - . facingbecauseoftherenovatermin~~s available to stu- sent to every faculty ~d staff tion project. We look forward
dents. I share her concern, member on campus. Failing toopeningthenewcoinputer
but I would like to point out all ~ther means offinding out, center very soon. We hope
a few facts.
Ms. Cicchinomighthavecalled that Ms. Cicchino and other
In addition to the three the computer ceqter. There students will find the imDG terminals in the library, was certainly no reason to proved facilities worth the
there are ten Macintoshes spend "three days and endless temporary inconvenience. In
and three terminals in questioning" to find out how the interim, I suggest that
SM131- all connected to the to get to the DG system.
the proper target for Ms.
I understand Ms . Cicchino's anger is the inefDG system. This is still too
few, especially considering Cicchino's preference for us- ficient state bureaucracy
that SM131 is frequently in ing the DG system for word that held up the start of the
use by classes (there were 24 processing. It is, as she points renovation project for four
DG terminals available un-· out, easy to learn and it weeks. Sincerely,
til last June). The new DG doesn't require the ~tudents
lab should be open early in to have diskettes. But it may
Rolland Everitt

~

~

A series of nine live ly, public debates
on the Constitutional rights
of the people on the occasion
of the 200th Anniversary
of the first. Ten Amendments.

FREE AND OPEN .
TO THE PUBLIC
Starts at 7 :30pm October 8
Sponsored by:
RI Supreme Court Historical Society
Hon Florence K Murray, President

RI Bicentennial Foundation
Dr Patrick T Conley, Chairman

Rights of the Accused
Sanford H. Gorodetsky
rmer Commissioner of Public Safety

. DEBATES

John J Hardiman

. . Assistant Public Defender
. SM
M o d erat or: Franc1s
anc1n1
Providence Journal Bulletin Editorial Writer

R
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Student Senate Passes New Club
Budget at a Recent Meeting
At the Sept. 16 Student Senate meeting, Treasurer Tom
Comella presented the final budget for the 1991-1992 academic _
. school year. The budget was then passed on a vote of eight
ayes, no nays, and two abstentions.
The Senate also passed a motion that will allow the
exec~tive board to attend a seminar on Student Leadership in
Flonda. Another seminar will be available to the other
senators at Bryant College this month.
The executive board met with the Academic Honor Society , and proposed to the Senate that the group be funded. This
motion was also passed.
, s.enate Pres~dent Mike Turner reported that the College
Planmng Council had discussed ideas on new summer
intersessions. He asked for any ideas on how to encourage
enrollment.
Senate Vice-President Greg Casey announced that normal office hours were to resume, and all senators and workstudy ?eople were to participate. He also asked for help
prepanng for the up-coming inauguration. ·
Senator Christine Brown announced that she must unfortunately resign her position.
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Commen.t~ary-Events In Review: Beware of Planned Parenthood
Parenthood railroaded us."
This account, published
in the September/October issue of New Dim:ensions
magazine, is not a rare exception to practice. · It is a
common experience young

enthood behind the .public population control, provided compulsory sterilization after
image doesn't stop there.
technical assistance, and, two children, and abortion on
Staff Writer
In the last 15 years at alongwith the United Nations demand.
least, the Communist Gov- Fund for Population ActiviPlanned Parenthood is
emmeilt of China has prac- · ties, gave China a series of a 300-million-dollar~a-year
Kathy Walker was 13
ticed population control. The grants to implement
the businessthatmakesitsmoney
years old when she was conofficial
policy
includes
forced
Qc;>licy.
.
mostly on abortion. It is no
vincedby her doctor she should
p~oplehavehadwithPlanned
abortion
and
sterilization.
And
there's
more:
New
wonder Planned Parenthood ·
have an abortion. She was 6
Parenthood.
In·
anDimensions
reports
counselors
relentlessly en112 months pregnant. Refered
other
account
from
r.==,,='
J
l=a=y=e=s==w=as==r=a=i=.
l=road====ed==s=i=m=l=
vl=a=r=ly=,~
Planned
Parenthood's
courage
their
clients to choose
her to her local Planned Parenthood clinic, she was given New Dimensions, 14and her life then 'quickly self-.
founder, Margaret it. If you're upset about what
Sanger, a socialist and you've just read, and/or
no information about other year old Gaylene
destructed'... she turned to drugs
eugenicist, once pro~ ·againstabortion,thenewsgets
options, such as parenting Hayeswasrailroaded
and attempted suidcide once."
posed government Ii- worse: you're paying for it.
with the help of family or similarly, and her life
censingparentstohave $110 million of Planned
adoption. Instead, her doctor's then"quicklyself-derecomendation ofabortion was structed." In the next 7years, 'l'hereisaone-child-per-couple children as a means of"popu- Parenthood's annual budget
strongly reinforced. She was she turned to drugs and at- limit. How many people know lation control." And, in 1970, comes from the federal govtold that if she had the baby, tempted suicide once. She that Planned Parenthood theorganizationproposedthe ernment . . That's your tax
following as "possible popula- money. But of all the victims
no man would ever marry her, said: "I had killed my own helped China set this up?
Despite Planned Parent- tion remedies:" adding fertil- of Planned Parenthood; the
and she would be on welfare child, so lfelt !•didn't deserve
anything..."
·
hood's ·r hetoric about choice itycontrolagentstothewater · most tragically affected· are
all her life.
The magazine went on here in ihe U. S. , it proposes supply, implementing a sub- the youngest: the unborn baThe next day, she was
sent for her abortion. The to report: "Planned Parent- ·to give the people of China no stantial marriage and child hies Planned Parenthood
doctor told her, "I'm going to hood · Counselors referred... ' choice. It convinced the Chi:. tax, compulsory abortion of murders every day: ·
take a little fluid out ...put a girls and women to abortion nese government to practice out-of-wedlock marriages,
little fluid in, then you'll have providers far more frequently
some cramps." Walker recalls, than ... other clinics...89 per"It didn't sound too bad." She cent [of women surveyed] felt
had not been warned about that their Planned Parenthood
what would come next. Walker counselor was strongly biased
reported: "For the next 4 112 in favor of... abortion ... 95%
hours .. .I felt my baby thrash said... counselors gave little or
around violently while he was no biological information'
By Aimee Godbout
being choked, poisoned, about the fetus ...80% said
abortion. Her doctor was not
Planned Parenthood is
Managing Editor
burned, and suffocated to their . Planned Parenthood
associated with Planned Par- a business. It is not just an
death ... I was so s orry ... I counselors gave little or no
No matter what we enthood, but since they pre- abortion business. Theypro-...._.__Qllli'lilolil........that -someday, if he · information ~ about potential mayfeelorbelievein, there's fornied abortions, recom- · vide pr egnancy t estin g ,
could, he would learn to forgive health risks that might follow
someone out there speaking mended that she go th ere. sexuaJlytran smitteddisease
me ... I remember h is last abortion ... 90% ...encouraged to
very loudly in protest of it. Walker took h er doctor's rec- screening, birth control,
kick ... he had no strength left abort ... said there was a strong
But that's okay, beca use ommendation and her parents testing and counseling for j
to fight."
chance they would have choconstitutionaJly, we have the with her to Planned Parent- HIV, post-coital hormonal ,
Walker's baby was de- sen against abortion had they
right to believe in anything hood.
At 6 1/2 mon ths of contraception, and prenatal
stroyed by a s, line (s-alt solu- not been so strongly encourwe want. We have the right pregnancy, an abortion was care, as wen a s mid-lif~ ser· 1
tion ) injec t io n a b ortion . aged to abort."
to protest against that which obv10usly not a good recom- vice, cancer screening and
Walker finall,'- deliver ed a 2
Planned Parenthood rewe don't believe in. And we mendation on t h e part of general physica l exams.
112-lb. boy, "severe]· burned cently admitted that 9 out of
have a right to choose.
Waiker's doctor. However, it
Planned Parenthood .
and dead." ~ 1e nu rse then 10 women who have so-caJled
In my colleague's ar- wa s legal, and ultimately, it did not convince China to ·'
threwtheinfa t into ·1 bedpan "safe and legal" abortions exticle, he proposes that the was Walker's decision.
practice population control.
andtookhim a :ay . ' 'e never p erien ce aborti on -induced
women he u ses a s examples
Gaylene Hayes was 14 Think about it. China is a
really made an informed de- trauma. But the incredible
were not given the opportu- years old and frightened. She communistic country where
cision" Walker said. "Planned story of the true Planned Parnity to make choices affect- soug~t the advice ofher school the government chooses for
ing their futures. However, counselorwhoconsolinglytold the people. Does it make
these "women" made choices her "the best thing to do was to - sense that Planned Parentevery step of the way.
abort the fetus." She also fol- hood would be able to conclosed Mon.
First, these young
vince this kind of
teens chosetohavesex. "B~th wo~en sought out the services government to do
Tues- Thurs 11-6
Perhaps if they had reof Planned Parenthood. Both
somethingitdidnot
Fri & Sat 11-9
. ceived ·soine of the sex women went to Planned Parenthood want to?
China
Sun 11-6
; education p~vided by
to have abortions."
wa-nted and still
. or-gartii8.ti6 hs ~ ·like ~==··=============================..I wa~ts to practice
Planned Parenthood,
·
population control.
·they
would
have
understood
lowed
the
advice
given
to
her.
Planned
Parenthood
has the
at Independence Park
(or more carefully conteui:'.: Perhaps she too received poor technical know-how. What
plated) the consequences of · advice. Perhaps a 13 or 14 kind of business would turn
theiractions,orperhapseven yearoldisnotcapableofmak- doWn this kind of account?
used a reliable method of ing decisio1'S of such magniGranted. Abortion is
birth control.
tude, but each girl entered the not a pleasant business. It is
Second; both Kathy Planne·d Parenthood clinic a sad, painful business. But,
Walker and Gaylene Hayes with the intention of having alas, it is a necessary busiwere referred to Planned an abortion.
ness. . Because if abortion
Soups-Salads-Pasta Salads-Sandwiches
Walker deseribes in ·the becomes the government's
Parenthood under the recommendations of aborting article inNew Dimensions how business, then none of us get
White Pizza-Calzones-other Speciality Items
their pregnancies. Planned sorry she was and how much to choose. No woman wants
Parenthood did not seek out she regretted her decision. to have an abortion. But
Soft Serve Yogurt
these women. Both women HER DECISION. And later each woman who chooses
sought out the services of in her life, she again made that has a unique situation
Gelato-Sorbetto
Planned Parenthood. Both thisdecision,knowingfullwell thatdemandsadecisiononly
women went to Planned what it was all about.
she can make. Only she has
Espresso-Cappuccino-Iced Cappuccino
Parenthood to have aborHayes said she turned to to live with.
drugs and crime be.c ause she
Life is about choices.
tions.
Deserts: Cakes-Pies and Italian Pastry
Kathy Walker, 13 years felt she didn't deserve any- Once we are forbidden to
old and in her 6 112 month of thing; she had killed her own make our own choices, what
Gift Baskets_
pregnancy was referred by child. SHE did. HER.DEC!- will happen to that quality o
her
own doctor to have an SION.
life?
1

· By William B. Darby

·. Review of "E,v ents.: ·~
Beware of the Government

caffe
Gelato
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NOW
SERVING
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Do Stand~Up , Comics ;Need tobe·
: Offensive to Make·trs

Laugh?

,.. . By Brian Fortin · ·
Staff Writer

life? Should we laugh alongside those people who have hit
For decades we have all
those
"whizzing Jersey barriturned to comedy as a way to
ers
and
flashing lights" and
make us laugh and enjoy
found
themselves
in the hosourselves. We have watched
pital?
Uncle Miltie dress up in
I am not judging these
women's clothing and we
comedians' abilities to make
have seen the eye-poking
us laugh -just what they have
antics of the bumbling Three
to say to make us
Stooges. We can ·
laugh.
If the
watch them time
comedian's intention
and again and la\igh
is to tell his/her audijust as hard. It is -. "I am not judging these comedians'
ence that "alcoholism
what has been
abilities to make us laugh- just
is not cool" and that
termed as "clas~i~"
what they have to say to make us
drunk driving "can recomedy.
laugh."
ally mess you up," then
·H owever, ansay it and leave it at
other source of comthat. There is no need
edy, one. we do not
to
proceed:to
mock the situahave yards of film footage of, four comedians have come to
tion,
they
only
make the act
and probably the one basic , campus. And if anyone has
form of comedy, is known as noticed, all of them seem to an act of hypocrisy.
We hope students have
"stand-up" comedy. We have have two general themes in
enough common sense to lisallexperienceditatonepoint common: sex and drugs.
or another - when a come· Now, there is nothing ten, laugh, and only do that,
dian stands in the spotlight wrong with themes thatinter- not to walk out thinking alcotrying to make the audience est today's college student, holism and drunk driving are
laugh. Sometimes it works however we should wonder if truly funny. They are not.
Possibly, because of the
andsometimesitdoesnot. If making fun of serious probit works, the audience laughs lems such as alcoholism and subjects' sensitivity, comediand can forget about outside drunk driving is t~ly funny. ans- should be careful as to
worries for about 30 minutes Should we mock, as much as how they present their
of their life.
these comedians have, the punchlines - and not, like at a
Here at RWC students real-life situation_that could high school dance, think it's
are fortunate enough to have presumbly take somebody's funny to spike the punch.
the Campus Entertainment
Network, that searches for comedians and invites them to
campus to do just that - to
make us get out of the books
and forget about outside worries for a few minutes.
(Laughter is healthy after all.)
Since the start of school,

Hour Film
Developing
sets of
COLOR
PRINTS
for the
price of

PROOUC1S8V

Kodak

Full Darkroom Supply Headquarters

Old Photos Copied, Laminated, Video
Tra'nsfers, Passport Photos, Full Line of Cameras, Film & Accessories, Albums,
Frames, Fax Service.
4 roll limit
offer expires Oct. 20
sorry, no disks

open Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30

Sat. 9-4

Photo World 433 Hope St. 253-2248
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With new boatsbthe sailing team has the
opportunity to ea '.'top ranking team"_·
By Traci Ridder
Staff Writer
New boats, new members, and a new attiude are
just a few of the things that.are moving the RWC sailing
team to a potentially winning
season.
Senior tri-captain Bill
Porter thinks the team has
great potential for this sea$on
and for seasons to come. "This
year we have a better attitude.
People are here to sail, and
they show up on a regular
basis, and they also go to the
meetings, where last year
some people didn't care about
anything but themselves."
Porter also thinks that it has
become more of a team effort.
"Even though sailing is basically an individual sport, everyone is willing to help each
other out, more so than last
year."
First year coach Alan
Remington agrees that the
team is doing well. ''We have
the basis for an excellent team.
We have 23 members who
have a great attitude, and
participation is 100 percent."
According to senior Rob
Durrell, the team is getting

better as the season goes along.
"We started off a little slow,
but as the season progresses,
we are getting better."
Another factor in the
team's success is new members. R~mington feels that
the freshmen are a big asset to
· the team. "We have an exciting group of freshmen. They
have gone through sailing
programs in their hometowns.
Now they have to adjust to
collegiate sailing, which is
different than the type of
sailing that they have done
before. The adjustment will
be taken care of quickly, and
the students have a great future in collegiate sailing."
Senior •captain Gus
Kreuzkamp feel that the
freshmen have filled a void
that was left last year. 'We
lost two really good sailors,
· and the freshmen this year
have really filled the hole that
was left.~'
The new boats that the
college bought last year are
also helping the team compete on an equal level with
·1ocal schools. "The new boats
are going to last for a long
time and put us on an equal

level with our comptitors,"
said Porter. 'We are also fortunate to have an excellent
location. Most schools have to
travel to their sailing locations. All we do is go down the
street."
This year the tri-captains
were picked by Rerningon, and
each has his own area of responsibilities. All three are
seniors who agree that everything is going very well.
Kreuzkarnp, who is in charge
of personnel, agrees that
splitting the duties was a good
idea. "Charlie (Brown) is excellent with paperwork and
fundraising, so that is what
he is in charge of, and Bill is in
charge of equipment and ·repairing boats, so he basically
keeps us afloat."
The team agrees that the
new leadership is working out
well. "Charlie has been doing
a great job as a 'captain and
leader. He knows what he is
doing, and he gets along well
with everyone," said sophomore and second year team
member Dana Melchar. Fellow sophomore Pete Coward
agrees that the captains are
doing well. "The guys are do-

Photos by Mark Kasok

Members of the sailing team enjoy a day on Bristol
Harbor with their new boats.
ing a really good job. They are
all working great together."
Remington thinks that
although the captains are doing a good job, it is a group
effort. "The juniors and s~
niors are displaying fine leadership. They are sharing their
collegiate experience with the
new members of the team."
Everyone agrees that the
sailing team has a bright future. ''Weareanaccomplished
team with enthusiarn for both
the fall and spring seasons,"
says Remington. "We have
the oppportunity to have a top
ranking team. And with a
little more work, we will be,"
adde<l Port~r.
Kreuzkamp says it is
important tp remind everyone
that RWC competes against

division one teams such as
Harvard, Yale, U.R.I. and
many other top ranke d
schools. "We compete well for
a small sch ool. We have high
hopes, and if we work on getting little better and develop
the program, we will be an
upper level team. "
As someone who will be
returning to the team next
year, Coward is optimistic
about the years to come. "If all
the freshmen stay at Roger
Williams, we will have a fantastic team."
The next home regatta is
Saturday Oct. 19 against
Massachusetts Maritime
Academy at the Bristol Yacht
Club.
-

a

GRANDPA'S · LAUNDRY
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Crew team is devoted to winning
rough, so we have to go back
home," said assistant coach
Pat Murphy.
Although the crew team
Murphy said that the
appears to be a new addition crew members are enthusiasto the RWC athletic program, tic and dedicated to the team .
it actually originated four "At practice the varsity men
years ago. It started when six have been rowing really well.
college students went to the They've been corning together
Narragansett Boat Club in and they have a lot of intenProvidence and rowed singles. sity."
This began novice, a beginner
The novice has a large
rowing level.
group of freshmen and
The crew team now con- sophomores. "And by the
sists of both a men's and spring, novice won't be novice
women's varsity and a men's anymore. They11 be ready for
and women's novice. They are more serious rowing," Murphy
scheduled to practice daily on added.
Bristol Harbor. "We have to
In the fall, the crew team
get up every morning at 5:30, often has head races, which
and sometimes the water 4 is are three mile races. . This

By Heather Shea
Staff Writer

prepares them for the more
competitive racing done in the
spring. Normally, the crew
has to travel in order to COf!lpete. The water in the Bristol
Harbor is very unpredictable.
This makes it difficult for the
team to schedule home competitions. "You don't want to
invite a crew up for a race, and
then they get here and the
water is so rough that we can't
even go out," said Murphy.
The crew is a very devoted team according to
Murphy. "Many of the students get together and work
out on their own. Everyone's
heart is in the right place."

DRY CLEANING

Same Day Service
FREE Delivery
Specials Every Month
Reasonable Prices
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Sports
Profile: Laurie Ottoson
By Neil Nachbar
Copy Editor

and 4 - 3 doubles record were
the second best on the team.
Traditionally, women's She also placed second at the
tennis hasn't been thought of Commonwealth Coast Conas one of RWC's most com- ference championship.
petitive sports. But in the last
"When I came here, I was
couple of years, junior co- disappointed with the tennis
captain Laurie Ottoson has program," said Ottoson. "Now
contributed to changing this people are starting to take it
mind set.
more seri9usly."
Last year the team
This year. the team came
posted its best record since to school a week early to pre1982, and Ottoson was an im- pare for the upcoming season.
portant factor in the improve- "A week of solid tennis allowed
ment. Her 5 - 3 singles record us to concentrate just on ten-

Photo by Mark

Ottoson returns a shot in a recent doubles match.
Partner Stephanie Dardanello (right) looks on.

nis," said Ottoson. "This is
going to be our best season.
Hopefully we'll practice in the
winter this year."
¥uch of Ottoson's success can be attributed to her
mental composure.
"Laurie has a good mental attitude," said head coach
Patty Bedard. "Going into a
match, she thinks she's going
to win. This aspires the other
players to become mentally
tougher."
In tennis, mental toughness can often decide the outcome of a match. "Laurie is
very competitive and aggressive," said junior co-captain
Stephanie Dardanello. "She
·has a lot of stamina. She'll
always come back in a match."
Ottoson has been involved in athletics since she
was eight years old, when she
learned to ski and play tennis.
When she was in the seventh
grade, she began to play field
hockey. Growing up, her
family was also very active in
sports and supportive of her
involvement in athletics.
In high school, Ottoson
started to excel in tennis and
field hockey. She was named
all-conference in tennis for

Phpto courtesy or the Athletk Department

Junior co-captain Laurie Ottoson has been a leader
on the tennis team for three years.
three years and made all-state tered the architecture proin field hockey her junior and gram. Ottoson has since
senior years.
switched her major to psyWhile in high school she chology and is also active in
was recruited by the Univer- the Psychology Club.
sity ofVermont and Worcester
This Spring, Ottoson
Polytechnic Institute for field hopes to start a field hockey
hockey. Both schools have team at RWC. "I've spoken to
highly regarded field hockey a lot of people who are interprograms. However, she ested in playing."
elected not to pursue either of
Field hockey would mean
those options because ·o ftheir a big boost to female athletics
distance from her home, and at RWC. Ottoson hopes to
her uncertainty about which have the opportunity to pass
major she would be choosing. along her knowledge and enInstead she decided to thusiasm to others.
attend RWC, where she en-

Injuries and a demanding schedule keep the men's ·
soccer team from reaching their full potential
By Damon M. Braider
Staff Writer

Gutierrez .
The Hawks
breezed past Eastern
Five weeks into the sea- Nazarene 2-0, without ever
son, the RWC men's soccer looking back.
The team's first defeat
team find themselves with a
record of 3-4-2. Not exactly came from U-Mass Dartthe kind of record the team mouth, when they were shuthad hoped to have by this out 4-0. The Hawks bounced
point,butnotonetobefrowned back against New . England
upon either. Due to injuries College ·with an impressive 3and a demanding schedule, the 0 victory and a 0-0 overtime
early goings have been some- tie against highly competitive
what difficult for the Hawks. Wheaton College.
The team began their
The last three games
season with a 1-1 tie against a have been quite disheartening
very respectable U.S. Mer- for the Hawks. The team has
chant Marine Academy from fallen to Western New EnNew York. They proceeded to gland College, Rhode Island
beat Curry College and East- College and U.S. Coast Guard
ern Nazarene College in their Academy. Allwerewellfought
next two games. The Hawks games that seemed to slip
defeated Curry 3-1 in a nail away.
biting overtime with goals
"We're on the verge of
coming from newcomers Steve winning big, and once we do,
DeCastro and two from Lolo we'll be on a roll. We're play-

ing good soccer, and we can't
get down. Our time is going to
come," said head coach Jim
Cook. Cook is impressed with
the way the team has been
playing, and feels that there
has been a marked improvement from last year.
"Three of our starters
have been out for the last two
weeks, and a couple of others
are playing with injuries," said
senior Chris Dexter. These
injuries seemed to have been
qu!te untimely because the
Hawks have just played
through what is probably the
Photos by Mark Kasok
toughest part of their schedThe soccer team started their season 2-0-1, but
ule.
lately they've been playing tougher opponent& and have
"The entire team has
been plagued with injuries. The Hawks are now 3-4-2.
done an excellent job filling
the holes during the last few along with the entire team. Carroll.
The Hawks played in the
weeks, hopefully we'll get some We've had some trouble putof the injured players back ting the ball in the net lately, ¥anhattanville College Toursoon and continue to utilize but that's going to change," nament in New York this past
thebench for some victories," said senior co-captain Matt weekend.
said assistant coach Dave
Plourde. Plourde, along with
many of the players, feel that
ifthey can keep their heads up
they can tum this into a winning season.
Ten games remain in the
Hawks season, including the
Commonwealth Coast Conference Tournament and big
match-ups against the University of Massachusetts at
Boston, Bryant College and
Westfield State College, just
to name a few. "I think the
freshmen are playing very well
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The Haw~s Eye-----_Rugby
Highlights
'

RWC's rugby team
struggles for control of
the ball.

Male Athlete of the Week (9 /27): Junior keeper Tom
Arcari (Plainviille, CT) recorded his second shutout of the
season, a 3-0 decision·over New England College on Sept.
21 . Arcari has played in every game for the Hawks this
year.

Below: The temn in a
huddle at a recent
game.

Female Athlete of the Week (9 /27): Senior forward
Lauren DiStasio (Guilford, CT) led the women's soccer
team to their first victory with three goals against Gordon
College on Sept. 18.
·
- ·
,
1'

Male Athlete of the Week (1 0/ 2): Senior Eric Stone
(Hebrun, CT) led the golf team to a second place finish in a
tri-meet against Rhode Island College and Nkhols. Stone
scored an 87, the l ow score on the team.

Female Athlete of the Week (10/2): Senior c'C)-captain
Maureen Gradley (Westwood, NJ) of the women's volleyball team earned all-tournament honors at the Salem State
Invitational. It was the third year in a row she has received
the honor.

Attention:
For those interested in playing women's basketball,
practice starts on Oct. 15. For further information call
Patty ,,Bed~d at x309 l.
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The Return of the Deli-Lunch
every Wednesday
11 :30 p.m.· - l :00 p.m.
in the Student Commons
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Feature
Law School Proposal has been met with mixe·d reviews
By Neil Nachbar
Copy Editor
In the not too distant
future, the Board of Trustees
will be asked to make a decision that will have a profound
effect on the future of RWC whether or not the college
should have a law school.
Will the Board consider
the research presented by

Dean Santoro of Widener
University Law School and
others and decide that the
proposal would be in the best
interestoftheschool? Or, will
the Board decide there isn't
the need, interest or resources
available to carry out such a
plan? '
Students, faculty members, administrators, the town
of Bristol and the law commu. nity in Rhode Island are very

Create a dynamic first impression
with a professional resume by
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Resumes • Typing • Career marketing

Complete service, from development
to printing. Cover letters. Follow-up
letters. Free consult.

346 Wood Street, Bristol 253-8970

10% student discount

statements. "He's jumping to waiting to be used.
Lawyers react
conclusions based upon the
How has the legal cornenthusiasm of the Board of
Trustees. The Board will de- . munity in Rhode Island recide only on the basis of the acted?
"Majority of the lawyers
feasibility study."
Carr hasn't accepted the have responded favorably,"
administration's claim of im- said Forbes. "The older, espartiality. "I'll challenge Dr, tablished lawyer feel Rhode
Forbes to a debate," said Carr. Island doesn't need any more
lawyers. The younger lawyers
"He's full of shit!"
"I'm not sure any useful see it as an opportunity to
purpose would be served by a enhance the quality of the ledebate," responded Forbes. "It gal profession."
"I really don't see the
would be better to wait for the
feasibility study to come out. I need for it," said Al Rego Jr.,
would be willing to respond at attorney at law. "From an
that point to what he has to objective standpoint, a law
school would give lawyers an
say or anyone else."
The objectivity of the opportunity to teach or do refeasibility study has also been search. From a subjective
standpoint, it would be detriquestioned.
"Mr. Santoro, a very able mental to making overhead.
lawyer, was presenting a case There is only so much demand
for the law school," said Rich- for services.
Rego has been practicing
ard Chaffee of the School of
Architecture. "It was not a law for 15 years. His firm has
neutral report. It was an ar- never had to advertise, but
may soon have to in order to
gument for the proposal."
"Santoro wasn't hired to stay competitive in ' What he
-do a feasibility study," said calls a "saturated market".
Bristol reacts
concern
Carr. "This is a piece of proAnotherplayerin the law
A few faculty members motion." Carr said he has
were reluctant to comment on asked administration ofall the school proposal is the town of
how they feel about the idea studies Santoro has done for Bristol. RWC is by far the
foroneoftworeasons: l)They other schools, how many times town's biggest source of infelt they were without ad- has he rejected proposals. The come. Iftheschoolisapproved,
equate information, or 2) they response he said he received but happens to fail and costs
feared how others would react was zero.
RWCalargeamountofrnoney,
to their opinions.
The Messenger was un- the town stands a chance of
Almost everyone agreed able to find out how much also suffering.
"We've been happy with
that the law .school is a good Santoro is getting paid by
idea, if it can work. Whether RWC to conduct the study, the school's expansion, but
or not it can work is really but Forbes said, "The Board we're not anxious for rapid
what is being debated.
covers the expenses. I'm sure expansion like this," said
"Some are concerned he's getting the going rate for Halsey Herreshoff, town administrator. "I think the colabout such a mammoth com- a consultant."
mitment," said Dr. Joseph
Inregardstotheeffectof lege may be unwise to embark
Alaimo, of the School of Hu- the law school on the other on such a project while there
manities. "My hope is that if programs, there seems to be are other important projects
they go through with it, they positive and negative ramifi- still in limbo, such as the lido the necessary research."
cations, depending on with brary and new dorm. I would
ask Sicuro and Papitto to reMany teachers, such as whom you speak.
"The law school would be think it."
Tom Carroll of the Open DiA big consideration revision, are withholding judg- separate and distinct," said
rnent until more information Dr. George de Tarnowsky, garding the law school's
is released. "I'm open-minded dean of the School ofBusiness. chances is the timing of the
to it, said Carroll. "I have to -"If anything, it would proposal. Rhode Island is
ask if it's going to make the complement the other pro- suffering from the recession
college a more viable institu- grams. Hopefully, there would just as much as any commution and how it will Street the be emerging fields such as nity.
"The economic climate
way we do things now."
business law and perhaps
was much better in 1987 and
A disadvantage the fac- marine law."
ulty_has, like the students, is
"My major concern is the will be better in 1993," said
that they don't have the same impact on the undergraduate Rego. "It's great from an
access to i_nformation as the program," said Dr. Mark academic standpoint, but
administration.
Gould, dean of the School of problematic from an economic
"I would like to be able to Science and Mathematics. "I standpoint."
Bill O'Connell, director
trust the administration," said would ask how the law school
Alaimo. "I have to giye them could enhance the caliber of ofauxiliary services thinks the
the benefit of the doubt. I the undergraduate program. timing is appropriate. "It's
hope President Sicuro hasn't I hope they would take a look good timing because it can be
at environmental law. It could a shot in the arm to instituprejudged the matter."
tions that are able to show
Ben Carr, of the School be helpful to the program."
of Business, feels Sicuro preCarr feels the School of growth during a recession,"
judged the matter from the Science and Mathematics said O'Connell.
The feasibility study
beginning. At an earlier as- could be better served if ,the
sembly, Carr told Sicuro this ·law schoolisn't approved. "The should be completed later this
hasbeena"donedeal". Sicuro law school would put a drain semester. But in the meandenied the accusation. "Look on resources. The other pro- time, the college community
who's pushing it down our - grams wouldn't flourish as will be weighing and discussthroats, Sicuro and Papitto," they could," said Carr. "Why ingthis issue. Its been a while ·
said Carr. "It's a case of cer- not divide the money you since RWC has had to make a
tain individuals looking to would spend on the law S,Chool decision of this magnitude - a
serve their own interests." among programs that have decision that will shape the
PapittoistheheadoftheBoard shown potential, such as future ·of the school.
of Trustees.
natural science. They have a
Forbes refuted Carr's bay sitti~g out th~re just

much divided on this issue.
Many students seem in
favor of the idea of starting a
law school. However, their
opinions have been based upon
limited information. The
students weren't invited to the
college assembly on Sept. 26
when the law school was discussed and little information
has been made available to
them.
Most students are unaware of what it would cost to
start a law school, where the
money would come from, what
effect a law school would have
on existing undergraduate
programs and ifthere is a need
for a law school in Rhode Island, at this time.
When asked if the students could have the opportunity to pose questions and
express concerns, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr.
Malcolm Forbes had no objections. He said a college
forum could be held, as long as
the interest exists.
Faculty expresses
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You Said It
What is your opinion of
the proposed law school?

Natasha Stewart , senior
Westwood, MA

Josh Alexander, junior
Chicago, IL
·

Stephanie· Sedgeley, junior
Albany, NY

I thought it was a great idea until I heard it
might not get funded. I plan on going to law
school--it would be nice to come back.

I think its a great idea. It would make RWC
a better school--more students--more
diversity. It would be a better school.

It would help to move the school toward its
goal of becoming a university. There would
be a broader range of majors.

Francis Burnett, junior
West Hartford, CT

Grace Moceri, senior
Gloucester, MA

Beth Bloomfield, sophomore
Framingham, MA

I think it would be great. There would be a
diversity of classes. It would bring a lot of
different people into the school and make it
bigger.

I think it will improve the school. It will get
us more recognized. And Rhode Island
needs a law school.

I think its a good idea. It would open a lot of
possibilities to RWC. It would be good for
people interested in law.

John Martin, senior
Raymond, ME
I think its
recognition
interested
people here

a good idea. It will bring more
to the school. I'm personally not
in going--but I know of a few
who are interested.

Jennifer Mosher, sophomore
Newington, NH

Mary Marshall, freshman
Reston, VA

I think it's great. It would give people an
opportunity to go. They just need one. So
many people are interested in law. It would
further expand Roger Williams as a college.

I think its good to bring a law school in
because there's people who want to be in prelaw and like RWC--but would leave to study
pre-law elsewhere. A law school would give
them reason to stay.

The
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THINK YOU KNOW
EVERYTHING?
*Most alcoholics drink beer·
:"If you are a minor convicted of possessing drugs
or alcohol you could lose
your license for a year even if you are not driving

October 7_, l.~l
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The Drinking Game: A+e You A Responsible Player?
*Do you drink to build self confidence?
*Do you drink to escape from stress, worries or troubles?
*Is alcohol the primary focus of attention at social events you
attend?
*Do you drink and drive?
*Do you have a reputation on account of your behavior?
*Have you ever had a complete loss of memory due to drinking?
*Do you lose time from school/work due to drinking?
If you answered yes to one or more of these questions, contact ·
Lorna Hogan at ext.3413 or stop by the Health Education Office
in Dorm I.

SUPPORT NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

OCTOBER 13-19, 1991
CALENDER OF EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, October 9
THURSDAY, October 10

Faculty Pledge Campaign Sign Up Drop-off table Student Union 1:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, October 15

Bulletin Board Blitz

WEDNESDAY; October 16

Think Before You Drink
Balloon Bonanza - Information Table
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m., Student Dining Room
Resident Halls 3:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, October 17

Student Mocktail Party
Dining Room 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

FRIDAY, October 18

Faculty/Staff Happy Hour
2:30p.m. - 4:00p.m.

MONDAY, October 21

Red Ribbon Week Awareness
Ribbon Pass Out ll:OOa.m. - l:OOp.m.

SPONSORED BY THE C.A..R.E. PROJECT,
FUNDED BY A F.I.P.S.E. GRANT

WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT?
A. WHAT I AM GOING TO WEAR TONIGJ:IT?
OR
B. WHAT I'M GOING TO DRINK TONIGHT?

/

A. MAY GET YOU A DATE.
B. MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE.

THINK BEFORE YOU DRINK.
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Loma Hogan M.Eq.
Donna Lynn Darmody M.S.
Health Services
l l
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By Wayne Shulman
Staff Writer
Driving down Rte. 114,
many of us may not always
notice what is to the left and
right of us, aside from Fleet
Bank and Almacs. Located on
busy Hope Street in Bristol is
the Rogers Free Library~ a
customary brownstone building jus t to the right of the
U.S. Post Office.
The Rogers Free Library
was donated t o Bristol by ·
Maria DeWolf, the wife of
Robert Rogers who was the ·
wealthiest citizen ofBristol in
1870. When Robert Rogers
died he left an estate of over
$1.3 million. The widow Maria
DeWolf arranged for the
Rogers Free Library to be built
on land that had been a part of
her father's estate. Her father, William DeWolf, was a
Bristol merchant. The library
was built at a cost of about
$20,000 - which was a huge
amount then. It was a Gothic
building designed by Boston
and Wo r cester architect
Stephen C. Earle. The library
started with a collection of
4,000 books, some _of which
were donated by Mrs. Rogers
and her sister Charloette
DeWolf, and others from Robert Rogers' personal library.
For 80 years the Rogers
Free Library served Bristol
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from the second floor. The toward the students and faclower floor belonged to two ulty at Rogers. "The library
banks. Then ih July 1957 a staff would be more than
fire broke out which destroyed happy to assist students from
the whole building as well as RWC," said Ms. Prescott,
the book.collection. With only addingthatRWC students are
the four walls left, the recov- welcomed to work at·the liery from the. fire to the mod- brary.
ern llbrary couid not have been
Library service to adults
accomplished had it not been still remains the heart of the
a community effort. The library. Rogers Libr ary has a ·
Trustees raised$100,000from lot of information for anyone
insurance, private gifts and in the education programs.
public appeals. The trustees The library has seen an intook their case to . a special creasing number of students
town meeting concerning the studying education coming to
library, and they were granted do research. They have inforan additional $30,000 for re- mation from automobile
building. The new library was prices, to home repairs, to
completed in January 1958.
medicine. They especially try
Today in a town of ap- to provide in-depth medical
proximately 22,000 people, 40 information on Alzheimer's
percent ofUie tf~wn has library disease, cancer and AIDS.
cards. The total age of the
The Wall StreetJournal,
combined staff is over 149 large print books, and magayears! The library has a total zines are provided as well.
of 38,000 books and an order There is also a large selection
of fifty books weekly. J oan of vide0-tapes, mostly classic
Prescott, the head librarian films, which can be taken out
says that this is not a lot for three nights free of charge
compared to other towns.
of members of the library.
The Rogers Free Library
On Tuesday, Oct. 8, the
also has access to 30 other Rogers Free Library is having
libraries in the state. The a word processing program for
RWC library gives the Bristol anyone who is having trouble
library older editions of peri- using computers. Anyone inodicals and other reference terested or wanting more inmaterials.
..
. formation can call the Rogers
As far as RWC is con- Library at 253-6948.
cerned, there is an open spirit
For the younger com mu-

Photo by Erica Lariviere

This librarian enjoys helpping her patrons; young or old.
nity, the-Rogers Library has a
lot of children's books. The
library is trying to encourage
children to use the library.
One-third of the book budget
is devoted to children's books,
incJuding books on drugs and
the environment. "You can't
start too early to get people to
think about drugs," said Ms.
Prescott. The care in the selection of children's books has
resulted in a children's collection which is outstanding in
the state .
There has been talk of
expanding the building to .

make it a better sized library.
However, the majority of the
people who live in Bristol donlt
want to change the library
because of its age, tradition
and symbol of pride and community spirit.
The library is used by
small children and people in
their eighties alike. "As long
as there is an interest in books,
there is a book for you," said
Ms. Prescott.
So the next time you're
driving down Rte. 114, stop at
the Rogers Free Library and,
see what it has to offer you.
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You don't have to keep following
the herd to one of those fast-food
hamburger places.
Come to
D'angelo. And
see what a
·difference a
Seafood salad
sub makes. AVegetarian Pokket. A
Tuna sub. Or a fresh Greek salad.
In fact, at D'angelo,
you'll have your
; choice of dozens
of different
kinds of
· · · ·" ·
submarine sandwiches, Syrian Pokkets and salads. All made with the
freshest ingredients we can find. And
bread we bake ourselves.
So when you feel
like you've had-one
too many burgers, ··
steer over to D'angelo ./
instead. And see what a
· difference D'angelo makes.

~·aoaele
sandwich shops
,
What a difference D'arlgelo makes.

1

2-FOR-1
ON ALL POKKETS

1

I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I time
•yr,11 pay for· the higher priced sandwi<'h. Coupon must be presented a t the
This oft'er is not valid with any other D'angelo discount or I
I ofpurrha se.Hurn·'
I
Oct. 2t1, 1 '"H
I
I
Rristo1
I
L'.'i:=#_:s~~ ·- - - ----~=~
Buy any delicious D'angelo Designer Pokket and get another
free.•
They're Designer Pokkets because you design them yourself. Just
some of the possibilities include steak with onions, mushrooms,
peppers and cheese or seafood salad , a BLT, or a ham and cheese.
There are more than 20 different basic pokkets from which to
choose and begin your designs. All on our own Syrian bread.
Designer Pokkets.

571 Melacom Ave.
Bristol. RI 02809

I

promotional otft>r. Om· <'<lllfH'il · .1·r
pPr da~· pll•asP.

fan: il~ ·

OITPr<''l'irt•s

and is \alid
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Open-until i a.-m.
Fri. aJ.].d Sa.t.
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·
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Back . from·the Gulf: Corporal Thomas J. DonneJ.ley
By Brian Fortin
· StaffWriter
Had you asked Thomas
J. Donnelley back in August of
1985 ifhe knew he would·ever
go to war he probably would
have said, "I truly hope not,
but I'll be prepared." It was at
this time that Donnelley became a part of the Marine
Corps Motor Transport.
What Donnelley and the
rest of the world did not know
at that time was that five
years later we would be
fighting this man named
Saddam Hussein and working
for the freedom of Kuwait.
Thomas Donnelley felt
that the military would be a
"direction tinder." He did not
know what to do upon graduating high school, and chose to
enter the military to find a
road to follow. A few years
later he began his education
at RWC and today is a junior
majoring in Administration of
Justice.
Feeling as many people
did, he hoped that what happened on August 2, 1990,
would not have led to much
more; that Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein would pull
his troops out of Kuwait, and

tension would be eased.
As the months wore on, ·
and the situation that became
known as Desert ·Shield
worsened, people could oniy ·
pray for a short and careful
war. '
Every evening, people
watched the CNN reports, as
well as the local news reports,
of brave soldiers who were all
goingtothisratherundefined
area called the Persian Gulf.
For Donnelley, the reality began on Dec. 4, 1990, when he
became activated, leaving behind family and friends. For
that month before his departure, he was sent to Camp
Pendleton. The reality sunk
in .]iYhen, on Jan. 8, 1990,
Donnelley landed in Saudi
Arabia.
It was then that all his
training now became his actualjob. Donnelley's main job
was to transport ammunition
forcombatsupporttothefront
line. He says, "Eventhough
what we trained for was actually different, we still had a
job to do. We hauled ammunition into trucks for practically 24 hours. It was long
hours of driving and driving."
As for living conditions,
folks back home only saw pie-

tures. They did not have to
live it. Donnelley says, "At .
first, there were about 16
people to a tent. The tent was
built six -feet deep into the
ground and it really wasn't
that bad. By the end of the
war, there were only six to
seven people to each tent."
As those same folks ate
homemade meals or went out
to restaurants, Donnelley explains, "The soldiers had to
eat MRE's,(meals ready to
eat,) for the most part. We
usually had hot breakfasts of
eggs, bacon, and oatmeal. But
when we were on the road we
mainly had to eat MRE's.
Sometimes we had a hot dinner, but only occasionally."
. · Almost anyone who
knew someone over in the
Persian Gulf heard stories of
how taking showers was not
as accessible as it was back in
the states. "But we were pretty
lucky," says Donnelley, "We
gottotakeshowerseveryother
day. At the most we went four
to five days, but that wasn't
usual. They took pretty good
care of us."
We often wondered what
it was like for those soldiers
in the Gulf who realized the
inevitable deadline and what

they thought. "We took it as
ajob,day by day. Ofcourse we
hoped it would be resolved,
but we knew of the deadline
and took it as it came."
When the war had finally
come and gone in that brief
period, the soldiers celebrated.
They were happy, not only
because "the war had been
won," but because they knew
they were coming back home.
"Ofcourse we were happy
- we were going home. But we
didn't do too much celebrating
before leaving. We still had
plenty of work to do. All the
ammunition we hauled up to
the frontline, now had to be
brought back. We also had to
transport about two mill_ion
gallons of fuel. There was still
a job to do."
When Donnelley's job
was done, he awaited his arrival back to the United States.
That day finally came -May 8,
1990. He was met with more
celebration, including parties
put on by his hometown of
West Warwick. His family,
friends, and even strangers
came out to praise what Corporal Thomas J . Donnelley
had done.
"It was kind of strange
when I came home. Nothing

seemed to have changed. It
almost seemed .as though everything · stood
still,
eventhough I felt like I was
gone a long time. The town
had a big welcome home party
and everyone treated me very .
well. They all seemed to want
to pat my back to teU me that
I did a good job."
As tension still boils between Iraq and other countries, the question remains,
"Will we go back to war?"
Donnelley says, "lfit happened
again, which of course I hope
it doesn't, I probably would go
again. N otjust because it's my
job and duty, but because I
feel as though I'm part of another big family now. It was a
unique _experience that
brought us all together and
made us become good friends."
For the future, Donnelley
is looking forward ~ working
for a state police force, buying
a house, and starting a family.
His closing words," I just want
to say, it feels great to be
home."

NOTE:

Ifyou (or someone you know Yis
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Hidden Po'et:' Michael~RUsSO
.
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·.

By Susan E. Cicchino · ·- lished~" That is still quite an

,- -

all Creitive Wrlting .majors,
E~~ertain~~t E~it?r " impressive volume of original and must be a personal work
work'.
' ·
r r · of ·publishable quality. It is
Where do great poets
· · Michael said his source · actually a piece of fiction, a
come from? ' Are they taught · of inspiration com:es right out ·· novel, but contains a few pohow 'to write, or are they born of his own experiences. "I'm ems ~thin the work. Michael
says it is
with ·some kind of special gift? not comfortNot all poets may be great, able writing
''.Anyone can write, but it's about his
but there seems to be a need about what I
a matter of going out on a e x p e r i for new talent to write about don't know,"
limb and trusting
ences in
each new generation.
its
dihe
said.
lf.
"
h
i g h
~
yourse ...
lemmas, and the world probHis po-Michael Russo
school,
lemssurroundingit. One such etry
also
and "why
person resides right here at deals with contemporary isI'm the
Roger Williams College.
sues, such as things he has way I am." The work, which is
Michael C. Russo is a observed and their effect or still in progress, according to
senior majoring in Creative rnal-effect on him. Michael Michael, is hard to judge exWriting with a minor in film, feels his works are not really actly what it's about.
and has a hopeful future as an poems, but · rather "observaMichael says he does not
established poet. His home- tions" he makes. Nature also have the time now to devote to
town is Orient Heights, part has a powerful effect on getting his work published,
ofEast Boston, where Michael Michael and his poetry, he but will attempt to do so in the
graduated r.===================""=
'·:::::;;• said, as it is future.
from Bosone of the
Asforfavoritepoets who
ton Latin "... His source of inspiration things in life have had an effect on him and
Aca(Jemy,a comes right out of his own
that really his own poetry, Michael said
h i gh ly
experiences. "
" rn o v e s he enjoys Elizabeth Bishop, ·
decorated
h i rn . " Sylvia Plath, Robert Lowell,
h i g h
Mich a er s and Donald Justice. His faschool.
passion for writing poetry vorite fiction writers include,
AlthoughMichaelwrites sterns back to his early teen- John Updike, Thomas Wilboth poetry and fiction with age years. He first began writ- Iiams, and Richard Yates, who
equal persistence, he has ing his own poetry at age 14, havealsohadaprofoundeffect
enough poems for his own "instead of doing his home- on Michael as a writer. When
book. Michaelhaswrittenap- work," he said.
askedtochooseafavoritepiece
proximately 170 different poAccordingtoMichael,his from his own work, Michael
ems, which he deicribes as, most important piece of work said he was unable to pick one
"not all is my best work. Onlv to date is his senior thesis of his own poems, as "they're
aboU:t 60 OT 70 c:Ould be pub- project. which is required of all so different, like snow:- ..
'?

Photo by Mark Kasok

Michael C. Russo, a senior Creative Writing major,
hopes to be an established poet in the near futl}re·.
flakes," he said, "but you can
tell that Mike Russo wrote
them."
Asforthefuture,Michael
planstogethisMasterofFine
Arts in writing and would like
to "teach kids like me how to
write," he said. Michael also
stated that he would rather
return to a small college .to
teach, as, he said, those who
are really gifted should help
people find their own gifts.
Getting published would be
nice, he said, but although
writing is his first love, he
would like the opportunity to
give something back. College
kids are living in a very "intense" time, Michael said,

writing is a freedom he wo~ld
like to help them express.
"Anyone .c an write," said
Michael . "But it's matter of
going out on a limb and tl:llstingyour self, or it won't be your
writing." ·
·
·
. Michael . chose a quote.
from .his novel to end the interyiew with, that' he felt
would best express what it is
about, as wen as revealing
bit of himself:
"Writing is all I'm good
at.
It seems a little
chancey ... as a career goal. I'm
afraid I'm not good enoughlike my best work won't be the
best."
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How can students overcome the fear of failure?
Why do ·some succeed, while others,

.just as talented fail?
How do you use your college years
to·prepar~ for the future?
How do you choose extracurricular
activities with an eye
to a future career?
How can college improve leadership ability,
p~_litical skills, and provide
valuable experiences?.
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Learn How To Succeed In
College And In Life:
A<dl~n~ §~lhl~~n~

JFlhllDo
Tuesday, Oct 22
7:30pm in LH129
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Careers '92
.·~College Recruitment Conference

New York City
January·6 & 7.

Resumes MUST BE Submitted by Dec 1o
Please ap_p ly for consideration regardless .o , your major.
· ·Some of the majors being recruited .are:
Engineering (ALL)
Business (ALL) including:
Computer Science/MIS
Accounting, Marketing,
Liberal Arts/English " . Finance, Economics,
Foreign Languages
Advertising, Industrial
Actuarial Science
Management
Communications/Publishing, Mathematics/Statistics
Biological Sciences (ALL) including: Biology, Biochemistry,
Microbiology & Cell Biology
MedicaVLab Technologies, Environmental Sciences
Physical Sciences (ALL..) including: Chemistry, Geology
. Materials Science, Physics & Optics

WORKSHOPS:
·How to Apply to.Graduate Schoor
Tuesday, Octobt:r 8, 3:30 - 4.30
· Board Room in the Administration Building

·How to Get Started on Your Job Search·
Thursday, October 10, 3:30- 4:30
Bayroom (Student Union)
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6 '~The Browning of America"
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sponsored by the English Department .

-

......................... .

w New immigrants from Asia and Latin America are .
~ .: changing the face of America. ' This colloquium exam1-

8·
Cf)

LiJ

ines the social, economic, and education-a l implications
of thatphenomenon. Dr. James Tackach, Moderator;
Panelists: Kate Mele, Frank Mancini, Dr. Ram Gupta.
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Date:· Friday, October 18, 1991
~ Time: · 3-4:30pm
~ · Place: LH 130
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A lecture by Dr. Alexander Portnyagin, Visiting Instructor in Political Studies at Roger Williams College
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Education systems in the Soviet Union are in transition.. )>
~ What will the future hold for education in the social sci- . ~
I
ences and the humanities in a communist-free country?
1What are the ethnic and economic problems faced by
~ . the Soviet education system? How do they compare to ~
w counterparts in the United States?
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Dr. Portnragin_holds a doctorate in history fro~ M_o~cow
· State Un1verst1y. He has taught at Moscow L1ngu1st1c
University and Moscow Social Science Institute. His extensive publications include four books on political science, including USA: Economics, Politics, and Ideology
(1991)
. . •• . . •• . . .•. . .•. . •. . .....
Date: Friday, October '25, 1991
Time: 3-4:30pm
Place: LH 130
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Physical Graffitti Sizzles· at RWC
'

'

.6y Greg Fontana
~taff Writer

notable exclusion from their diver or two near the end of ·
two sets was the much the performance.·
· The only thing ·ma~ring
Physical Graffitti rocked overplayed "Stairway to
RWC!'-The four member Led Heaven." Leavin~. this ifong ·· ~he night was the di&,appojnt-,
Zepplin tribute band per- out ·ofthe show iadded to the ingly. low number which ·atformed in the Recreation integr~ty of the gro,up, as ~ended. · The h!ll(of th.e gyin- .
Center a few weeks ar:,~ to im "StaiI"Way" has been played to ·nasium designatea· for the ·
enthused but disappointingly thepointofbeiq.gcheesy. Also, concert was only about one
small crowd. At first the band the !!how· featured the ·first quarter fulL .Also that ·one ·.
seemed to bear little resem- drum solo I have ·ever heard · quarter of the gymnasium
blance to Led Zepplin (the only which was not dull and self- filledupslowlyovertheentire
exception being the drummer aggrandizing. The drummer course ofthefirstsetand then·
who seemed so like the origi- played first with sticks and dropped off drastically after
nal it was un~erving), but as then bare harided for the bet- the break.
Why RWC events tend
the music began, Physical ' ter part of ten minutes withGraffiti began to move and out losing the audience's at- to receive such low attendance
remains a mystery to many.
sound and exude the excite- tention once.
Theothermembersofthe . To those who did-riot attend
ment of Zepplin so well, that
' ··
· · ·
'
Photo by Mark Kasc>k
one could easily picture Rob- . band perfonned in equally because they refused to pay
a m sings like Robert Plalit_
ert Plant orJimmy Page up on admirable style. Their sound money to see "a bunch of rip- Lead singer Doug Putn_
In short, althou.gh Led. tion of the costumes, the 111ustage jamming away just like was tight and practiced with- off artists who aren't good
out sounding stale. The lead enough to come up with their Zepplin has passed onintothe sic, the excitement and the'
they did twenty years ago.
The band played a wide singer spoke to the crowd and ' own material," you don't know annals ofrock history, a little fervor will make you feel liked.
selection of, vintage Zepplin and was both amiable and whatyoll"retalkingabout,and piece of it can still be found you're back in 1972 rocking
tunes spanning the entire ex- charismatic. The band was you don't know wh~t . you and experienced at a Physical like they used to.
..,,,,_
~.
~ ' '
Graffitti show. The combinaistence of the group. The only even able to inspire "stage missed.
·,.:ni:..
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m Fox Network Still Going Strong
By Susan E. Cicchino
Entertainment Editor

became a regularly scheduled
show, which aired Sunday
Remember when there evenings at 7:00p.m., and it
were only three basic televi- gradually developed into a hit.
sion networks? ABC, CBS, Teenage · girls swooned over
and NBC have been battling its stars, Johnny Depp , Peter
for Nielsen ratings for years. Deluise, and Richard Grieco,
However, a new contender has who joined the cast in the
entered the race. The 20th show's third season. The show
Century Fox Television Net- . now has a new cast, as Depp
work is not only catching up went on to star on the big
with its network mentors, but screen in the hit "Edward
is stealing ratings from them Scissorhands", while Grieco
starred in "If Looks Could Kill"
also.
and
"Mobsters."
Four years ago, in 1987,
Fox is now leading the
the Fox network premiered a
r
atings
with shows such as
two hour pilot movie called
the
animated
smash hit, "The
"21 Jump Street." The pilot

Simpsons," which tied with
"The Cosby Show" for the
number one ratings slot. The
show's characters have capitalized the marketing world,
appearing on everything from
T-shirts to boxer shorts to coffee mugs to kiddy bed sheets.
The family parodied sitcom
"Married with Children" has
been a popular favori~ when
it began four years ago, following "Jump Street." Recently, the" Saturday Night
Live" oriented variety show,
"In Living Color" is also a
blockbuster hit, whose characters, such _a s , "Homey" the

Clown, are appearing in the
market world as well. And
lastly, the teenage based
"Beverly Hills 90210," which
airs Thursday nights from
9:00p.m. to lO:OOp.m., is second to "Cheers" in the ratings
for the first halfhour, but then
has the number one ratings in
the second halfhour. Its stars,
Jason Priestly and Luke Perry,
can be found plastered on the .
cover of every teen magazine,
as well as creating havoc
during live mall appearences.
Fox has also been producing made for television
movies, which have domi-

nated ratings as well.
The Fox network, which
was ridiculed at first, as critics felt it would not last, is now
soaring in the ratings race,
with a variety of shows that
are increasing each new season. It is still producing new
shows, such as last vear's
"True Colors" and this year's
"Roe", and is following right
along with ABC , CBS, and
NBC. It is safe to say that
television now has four major
networks. Perhaps there is
even room for more.
0

Alive! Arts: Voice of the Turtle
By Heather Shea
Staff Writer
Voice of the Turtle, a
concert series, which portrayed Sephardic music, premiered at the Performing Arts
Center on Tuesday, September 24.
The concert traced the
paths that the Jews of Spain
took during The Expulsion.
The musical included wedding
songs, love songs, ballads, and
childrens songs.
Voice of the Turtle is a
non-profit organization which
began in 1978. It consists of
four musicians dedicated to
the music and tradition of the
Spanish Jews. They specialize in ballads that tell the
history of Spain during the
times of Kings and Queens.
In addition to the quartet presenting their music in
Judeo-Spanish, the musicians

wore very traditional attire.
· The women wore mock dresses
with sandals, while the men
wore pants with knee-length
panchos.
Although the music was
sung in Judeo-Spanish, Voice .of the Turtle provided the
audience with an English
translation. For example, a
song titled "Preganeros," was
actually a story about a girl
whodisguisedherselfas-aman
so she could go to war in the
place of her father. While in
battle, the General, who happened to be a Prince, noticed
that she was a woman. They
fell in love and lived happily
ever after.
Voice of the Turtle is a
well known group with a
unique and distinct style.
Through their music they
educate people of the Spanish-Jewish culture and its traditions.

BARRINGTON SHOPPING PLAZA
(NEAR ALMACS)

CD'S
lAPIES
S~NGl!ES

J

ACCIESSOR~IES
POSllERS & NOV!Ell~!ES .

THIS COUPON IS WORTH:
20% on purchases over$ 70.00
25% on purchases over $30.00

247-2730
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·Bill Miller: -A voice for all
By Chris Zammarelli

Staff Writer

Miller's life. (Incidentally,.
Miller told me after his performance that he usually
.writes the words to his songs
, first, then the music.)
Do not, however, get
the i~pression ~hat Miller is
constantly dead serious. Preceding ".Bl'oken Bottles," he

• The problem, or the
advantag-e, with Bill Miller is
thathecannotbelabeled: You
could say 'he is a folk singer.
He sings with powerful emotion about his life experiences.
You could say..he's a rock guitarist~ His fingers blazed
through chords and notes with
enoughdexteritytomakeyour
EddieVanHalenclonesblush.
You could say he's a thrasher.
Ifyouheardhisanti-rockabilly
version of Johnny Cash's
"Folsom Prison Blues," then
you know whatl mean. It was
more hard rock than countrywestern, and certainly not
whatJohnnyCashwouldhave
envisioned his song to sound.
Wi th his long black· hair
shaking around as he speeded
up the rhythm to "Folsom...,"
late-comers would probably
think ·he looks more like
Metallica than Bob Dylan. . .
However, the important thing to remember about
the Native American musician
is that he is talented. From
beginningtoend,Miller'svoice
soars over the crowd, packed with an emotion equaled by
veryfewin the music industry
today. Andevery~ordthathe
sang spoke an important
chapter in the story he was
telling.
Miller's songs are
aboutwhathe'sseenandwhat
he's lived. They're about his
family ("Reservation Road,"
about his grandfather, who
was killed in the late-sixties
by a drunk driver), his childhood experiences (~Broken
Bottles," about his childhood
treasure hunts ·a t the garbage
dump), and all that he sees·
around him ("Street of
Dreams," inspired in part by a
young girl dancingin the front
yard of her house in the inner
city). Ev~ry word is a slice of

'Jttl/ieti. fast we ·
feft, tlie Zen
XF-ng J'u Samari
Martial Ylrtist
Sliriner 'Warrior,
k._nown as Maggot, liatf 6een
awak.f,neafrom
liis meaitatU:ms 6y
tlie souna of One
'Eyea J'rank._ (tlie
roott.n toott.n
cow pok.f,) 6eing
ro66ea at gunpoint.
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Sen~or play~ .get ~, ~~~~~~~~~~~~
~ off to~

good ·
start with
"Cop Out"
v

By Sean Lewis

.,

Staff Writer

On Friday, Sept. 27, the
RWC Stage Company prewhathean~·hissiblingsfound
sented "Cop Out," the second
at the garbage dump, such as
in a series of seven plays dia hood to an old Buick, which
rected by members of thesebecame a sled. Before a song
nior class. The show, perabout his parents, Miller deformed in the Barn was discribes his parents as fullrected by Steven Rose and
bloods, his father full-blooded
showcased senior Karen
Native American and his
Grzegorczyk a!) the singer, ·
mother full-fl?~ded German.
freshman Brendan Ayles as
"We're talkix.ig about wild ric_!'l
the policeman; and freshman
and._ br~twurst here," said
Ashley West as the girl
~l!er. _He even relates the
The surreal, one act
story about how he was inplay alternated between two
spired by the phone book to
skits, one dealing with a
write th,e song"Ordinary Man"
Bogart-like d~tective trying .
Photo by Mark Kasok
(he was .looking through a
to find Mr. Big and. solve a Brendan Ayles and Ashley West star in the senior
Nashville phone book to see
murder mystery while fend- 1 · " "C 0 t " ·
how many Bill Millers there
ing off the advances of an
:P ay op u ·
were, when he came across
uptown seductress with . a choose between his job or his Plays directed by the senior
the names "Clyde and Edna
sweet tooth for pain, and the relationship. In the end, both class will continue to be perMiller.")
other dealingwith aDragnet loveandthefemalecharacters formed throughout the reMiller's stage pres- · style anti-communitst cop die.
mainder of the semester.
ence was extraordinary. He
who only wants to be a good
The play, a Pinteresque Check the Events Calendar
was able to, with his voice
cop, but falls in love with a black comedy, was very well- for dates and times, or conalone, make the audience feel . hippie picketer and has to received by all in attendance. tact the Barn.
any emotion that he was portrayingin each of the songs he
was performing, and the audience was receptive _to all he
had to say. Ask almost anybody who was in attendance
whattheythoughtand,almost
assuredly, they will tell you
that it was a fantastic performance, for folk music fans, for
rock music fans, for countrywestern music fans, for music
fans.
10) "Face Down in the Gutter''
XYZ
Anyone who missed
Nirvana
9) "Smells Like Team Spirit
Miller's performance last
8) "Apple Pie"
White Trash
Wednesday night can pick up ·
· 7) "Another Rainy Night (Without You)"
Queensryche
his latest album, "The Art of
Big Audio Dynamite II
6) "Rush"
Survival," at finer record
5) "Primal Scream"
MotleyCrue
stores in the area. Also be on
4) "Top of the World"
Van Halen
Qie lookout for his live album
Ozzy Osbourne
3) "No More Tears"
that comes out around
Rush
2) "Dreamline"
Christmas time.
Guns N' Roses
1) "Don't Cry"
relatesana~usingstoryabout
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------------------On the Big Screen
- ----- --- _"_.___--- - - FractUred Fairytale ~

empty a shotgufl into.the p~: Chinese restaurant in the
trons of a trendy restaurant. film's most poignant and hiSoon after Jack descends into larious scene. Unfortunately,
In The Ffsher' King, a sea of &elf-pity. Rounding the story does not end here.
Terry Gilliam retiims to the out t}le cast are Mercedes The film begins to lose -moliterary territory of the Grail Ruehl as Bridges' put-upon mentum as another tragedy
legend h e once galloped sweetheart who loves Jack, befalls Perry, forcing Jack to
through ( complete with coco- but fails to deliver him from scale the castle mansion in
nut shells) with his -fellow his deep depression; and search of the Grail. It seems
Monty Python Knights.
Amanda Plummer as Lydia, forced and contirved and not
In the past, Gilliam has Perry's damsel-in-distress. at all in tune with the film.
The film has a few other
made films that relied solely Both women are excellent and,
on their visual content. His along with Williams and flaws as well. Toward the end
films' magnificent production Bridges, provide Gilliam with ofthe film, .J ack has returned
design and brilliant cinema- . wonderful,"'multi-layered per- to his former position of fame
tography completely over- -formances to complement hj.s and power and is offered a
chance to move into television.
whelmed his slight scripts, the usual sumptuous visuals.
sole exception being his masLaGravenese's revision- There is also an ear shatterterpiece Brazil. And with the ist screenplay of the Grail leg- ing stereotypical hom.o sexual
exception of Tim€ Bandits the end takes place in modem day shrillyplayedbyMichaelJeter ,
masses have stayed away in Manhattan and relates the (Evening Shade). He is merely
droves. Gilliam has made story of two fallen men and a plot device who serves his
some of the most beautiful their redemption through fove. purpose then leaves. Also
flops in screen history.
Williams' Perry is a deranged annoying is the appearing of
Now in a Wellsian move homeless man, a former pro- the Red Knight mounted on a
to make a Hollywood picture fessor of medieval literature, Nightmare who chases after
under budget and on time whose present state of mind Perry through the streets of
Gilliam has given u s his most came about through a personal Manhattan. The recurring
fully realized work thank s to tragedy. His wife was one of metaphor of repression is as
a wonderfully original screen · the bloody victims of the caller silly as the dancing Indians in
playbyRichardLaGravenese. influenced by Jack's inflam- _ the The Doors.
Gilliam also b enefits matory remarks over the raGilliam, along with his
from some magnificent per- dio. Now he fancies himself a director ofphotography, Roger
formance s. As the questing Don Quixote-like knight on a Pratt, and production defool Perry, Robin Williams quest for -the Holy Grail, the signer, Mel Bourne, have more
gibes his most accomplished legendary cup Christ drank than compensated for th e
performance to date, which is from during the Last Supper, film's minor flaws.
surprising since Gilliam di- which Perry believes is k ept
Manhattan is a characrected Williams to one of his in a castle like mansion on teritselfin Gilliam's fairytale.
worst performances in The Fifth Avenue.He is also deeply Like a chameleon, the cit y
Adventu res
of
Baron in love with the engagingly t ran sfor m s itself in to th e
Munchausen. In no other film clumsy Lydia, but cannot characteristics of the actor s.
has Williams mixed his ma- bring h imself to meet her. William's Manhattan is a
niacal, intense stand-up with Along comes Jack who Perry grungy medieval influenced
his classically trained back- rescues from both a suicide setting; a "Waste Land" waitground so seemlessly. It is attempt and two murderous ing to be released by the magic
easily his finest performance punks that seem to have wan- of the Grail. Bridges' city is
to date. Equally good is Jeff dered in from A Clockwork cold an d oppressive with
Bridges as shock-radio host Orange. Jack, feeling guilty looming skyscrapers towering
Jack Lucas, the Perceval-like about Perry's wife, decides to above the masses. Ruehl's
hero of the story. However, he help Perry meet ·his damsel, apartment dwelling is lit in
doesn't begin as the hero as and in the process, redeem his soft tones reflecting her earthy
the film starts. One of his on own life. The meeting climaxes nature. Plummermeanwhile,
air tirades triggers an emo- with the three of them, along is dominated by the city's cruel
tionally unstable man to with Ruehl'sAnne, sitting in a little tricks. Only when they

By Gary Redman ·
Staff Writer . '

Robin Williams is Perry, a street person who lives in a
world of his own creation, and Jeff Bridges is·down and
out former DJ, Jack Lucas, who become· unlikely friends.
come together in the Chinese
restaurant and when Perry
and Jack are together in Central Park at the film's true
climax, is the "Waste Land"
delivered from its sterility.
It's a credit to everyone
involved in this original daringpiece offilmakingthat The

Fisher King succeeds in
inteweavingthe Grail legend
into modem city life without
succumbing to the schizophrenic" tendencies that
marred Gilliam's previous
works.
GRADE: A-

Robin Williams and Jeff Bridges in a
touching scene from Terry Gilliam's "The
Fisher King."

Hopefully it's t1'e final nightmare
·By Gary Redman
Staff Writer
Freddy's Dead: · The Final Nightmare. We should be
so lucky. No longer does
Freddy resembl e Wes
Craven's original, horrifying
vision of the personification of
our worst nightmares. Now
he's a tired quipster going
th rough the motions ofkilling
off the last remaining survivors of Elm Street. Unfortunately,neither the killings nor
the nightmares are scary any~~!!iiiiiiili~~~~~~~5!!iiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiii~~!!iiiiiiili!!iiiiiiili!!iiiiiiili!!iiiiiiili~~!!iiiiiiili~ more. The film's 3D effects at
the end of the film did succeed
Robert Englund is back again as the evil
in giving me a bad headache
teenage killer, Freddy Kreuger, in "Freddy's
though. GRADE: F

_Dead: The. Final Nightmare.''

TOP10
VIDEO
RENTALS
AS OF OCTOBER 4
1. HOME ALONE
2. DANCES WITH WOLVES
3. SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY
4. AWAKENINGS
5. MISERY
6. KING RALPH
7 . TRUE COLORS
8. KINDERGARTEN COP
9. NEW JACK CITY
10. GOODFELtAS
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Movie Critics: Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down?
By Jon Bassuk
Staff Writer

movie out, you may want to people whose job it is to tear
get a little background infor- apart a film that is simply a
mation abou:t the filni, just to fun stOry that "comes to life?"
JustbecauseGeneSiskel make sure that the film will If you read a book, you don't
and Roger Ebert have seen at least appeal to you, and at read it to see how unreal or
hundreds of movies in the most entertain you the way flawed it is, you read it bemany years they have been you want to be entertained, cause the story or author apfilm critics, doei that make which is the sole purpose Qf peals to your taste. The same
them the hands down au- movies. However, you don't goes for movies.
thority on what's good and need Rex, Gene or Roger to
Movies are made for us
what's bad? I think not.
tell you about any movie · to enjoy, and while some
When a movie is re- starring Bruce Willis, Jodie people will trustJhe reviewer
or
Arnold implicitly, and only see a film
leased, the job of the movie Foster
reviewer is to dissect the film
and the characters to see what Schwarzenegger. Even if the if it got a good rating, there
critics don't like the film, are just as many of us who go
faults and achievements it there's no doubt that they are to the movies knowing only
contains. Aft.er they do this, aware that with the big stars what we see from promotional
they report it to us, the movie come big revenues, and the commercials or because of
audience, ~o that we can then . filmmakers won't care as well-known actor or actress
decide if we want to go and muchifitgetsathumbsdown. is featured in the film. So,
spend close to $7 ;00 to see the
Most action, ho1Tor and while the reviewers might get
film. Movie reviewers have comedy .films won't be out free movie passes or advance
become a very important part lookingforanAcademyaward, screenings of the films, they
ofmakingmovies,andin many but rather for audience satis- aren't there to actually _be
instances, a reputaQle critic faction . . The reviewer will be entertained, as you and I
can make or break a movie looking for the ultra-violence would be, so are they really
with their praise or criticism. or unrealistic characters, and enjoying the film?
I guess they're looking out for how it can ruin a film, while
See movies for yourself,
our best interests.
you and I, the people who have and YOU decide ifit was gOQd
Naturally, people like to pay to watch these films or not. Don't let a "thumbsSiskel and Ebert along with (remember, Gene and Roger up" or a "thumbs-down" ruin
other well-known reviewers get in for free), just want to what could turn out to be one
like Rex Reed, want as many have some fun for a couple of of your favorite movies.
people to know about them as hours. Why should we have
pouible~ so they have television shows. Much like the
ANSWERS TO JAMES BOND TRIVIA
"Televangelists," these guys
want to reach as many people
1. The tatoos on S~ Connery's arm are "Mother" and "Forever
as they can. Oddly enough, I .. Scotland".
have noticed that these shows
2. There are 16 James Bond films.
:come on in the very late hours
3. Bond's cocktail of choice is a semi-dry Vodka martini, shaken,
of the night or early morning
not stirred.
hours;.certainly not when the
4. Q's real name is Major Boothroyd.
majority of movie goers will be
5. Bond's military rank is Commander in her majesty's navy.
up, anxiously &,waiting the
6. Bond's card game of choice is Baccarat
"thumbs up/thumbs down"
7. Bond's CIA contact is Felix Leiter.
rating.
8. Bond is married in "Her Majesty's Secret Service", and his wife's
We seem to depend on
name is Teresa.
these people to tell us what we
9. The villain in "The Man with The Golden Gun" has three nipples.
will enjoy and what we won't.
10. Roger Moore's first James Bond film was "Live and Let Die".
Granted, if there is a new ·

1. What was t!'le name of the ship?

-- - -

.- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -

2. In September, 1987, Giiiigan, the Skipper,

Maryann, and the Professor guest starred on what
NBC sitcom?

3. In the epl_sode, "The Producer," what
Shakespearean play did the castaways perform?

4. In the 1964 episode, "Giiiig
Boy" what recently "hot" a1us\1m~11.1
boy?

6. How many prime Im
produce?

7. What was Giiiigan's favo
dessert?

y

JAMES BOND TRIVIA WINNERS
1. FIRST PLACE: Two free tickets to ShowcaSe
Cinemas in Seekonk:Ed Preusser
2. SECOND PLACE: Free admission for two to
Bristol Cinema, with free popcorn and beverage:
D~niel K. Maron
3. THIRD PLACE: Choice of movie poster: Sal
Napolitano

-

TOP TEN MOVIES

Drink Specials

WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 29

Tuesday nights:

THIS WEEK

TOTAL

1. THE FISHER KING

$7.6 million

$7. 6 million

2. NECESSARY ROUGHNESS

$6.5 mi\lion

$6.5 million

3.DECEIVED

$5.4 million

$5.4 million

4. FREDDY'S DEAD
THE FINAL NIGHTMARE

$4.8 million

$28.2 million-

5. DEAD AGAIN

$4.0 million

$32.2 million

$2.4 million

$6.9 million

7. TERMINATOR 2
WDGMENTDAY

$2.0 million

$196.3 million

8. DOC HOLLYWOOD

$2.0 million

$51.1 million

9. THE COMMITMENTS

$1.2 million

$10.8 million

10. ROBIN HOOD
PRINCE OF THIEVES

$1.0 million

$159.2 million

Pool Tournaments
Saturday nights:

Live Bands

''-.

·':· 6. LAIB FOR DINNER
.._

____ __- - -'
__,

'

FREE
non~alcoholic

drinks
for designated drivers

I
I
I
I
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RWC· Sorori-ty - worki~g - to ·gain nationar status
'

-

;

,.

By Aimee Godbout
Managing Editor ·

<
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ing "life force in their heads"

(and the .power of the brain.'

The sisters must learn
Most of us have heard_ ' the ·Greek alphabet, create a
something about RWC's fra- - scrap book and do community
ternity, Tau Epsilon Phi, but service as part'Ofth eir pledge
it is not nearly as widely to gain'entrance to a national
known that RWC also has its sorority, which is their-foremost goal.
own sorority.
Last .yeai; when Laurie
Tliey hope to pledge. a
Frechettekepthe~ingpeople _
national sorority (as early as
say there was nothing to do on next semester) that belongs to
campus, she had to take ac·- ·. the National Penhellenic Ortion. "Idisagreedwithpeople. ganization, which forbids
There's plenty to do on cam- hazing and has a strict
pus. People h ere just aren't drinking policy. "If we get
bonded to do things together," picked up by a national sosaid Frechette, who wrote a rority, like Phi .Sigma Sigma
25 page proposal for the so- . · (their number one choice), we
rori ty and became the would not be funded by the
organization's founder. ·
school. We would receive
The inter est seemed funding through the national
high at first; so Frechette board and pay dues to them,"
r;ontacted a national repre- said Frechette.
.sentative of the Delta Phi
Frechette believes Delta
Epsilon sorority (the sister · Gamma · Rho will have no
club to our fraternity). How- trouble getting chosen by a
ever, when the represe_ntative national group. "I hate to say
arrived, only eight women it, but it's a businesi'.l_. If you
came to the meetP!g. and so have connections, you'll get
nothing ea~ ot it.
in. We already have connecWfhi s year we started off tions in Phi Sigma Sigrila .. and
the sorority in a new way,. We - Jane (Forsberg; their advisor)
mostly picked fre~hmen be~· was a Greek in college, and is
cause they have fresh ideas trying._to get her sorority to
that haveP't been shot down come visit us."
already,"'said Frechette, who ·
However, this time the
is now a sophomore. "We hav:e group will not jump at the
23 members at the present, first sorority to show an inbut we want to get at least 25 terestin them. Said Frechette,
befoi:e we starfour comi:n unity "We want to keep 'our op ti on s
service. Af\er that we won't open."
·
·
be able to add anymore people.
Delta Gamma Rho plans
It's part of our pledge." The . three community servic.e
new sor~i:tty, which the e~ents ihis semester. Somewomen call Delta Gamma time this month they wiil visit
Rho, chose their colors to be with the veterans in Bristoi,
red and purple: red depicting and on Dec. 14 they will parenergy and cheerfulness and tidpate in ·Habitat, a Chri'spurple signifying royalty and tian organization that helps
loyalty. Theirsymbolincludes low-income families build
a horseshoe, representing · their homes. They are ·also
protection and power; a purple trying to become involved in
rose crossing a red rose, rep- Greenpeace.
re sen ting discretion and se"We'd like to adopt a part
ere ; and a skull, represent- of Bristol to keep clean, per-
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haps a stretch of Rte. 136.
We'd put up a sign so the
commµnity would 'know a so.rorjty from RWC w8:s responsibie for helping to keep·Bristol
clean:"F'~echette said, adding,
"W.e're also trying to get Bristol
to ·like .'~s-~ It _would. givE'. the
school a:whole 'new lOok."
The menih~rs' of Delta
Gamma Rho attend mandatory ·study groups with each
other. According to Frechette
groups of four or five sisters
get'together tO study as ·many
tiines a week for however long
they need. "If helps the sisters to get to know each other,
and at the .same time it helps
your grades," explained
Frechette.
Becoming part of a sorority has other advantages,
said Frechette. "The pledging,
tradition and rituals bonds you
t o your sisters locally and
globally. Wherever you are in
th e country, if y ou visit your
chapter of sorority they treat
you like family. The Greeks
started homecoming 'and· believed very strongly iri philanthropy; They make the best
alumni; they always"·remain
family.".
"We try to encourage our
people to get involved in all
areasofthecampus. Wetryto
go out and support our sisters
in whatever they do, whether
they're on the dance team or
the softball team, or running
for class · president," said
Frechette.
The members of -Delta
Gamma Rho are non -discriminatory and do not w'a nt
to be viewed at a " s~otty click."
"We want to get other people
interested in joining. . It's going to be a really good learn- .
ing experience and a lot offun.
Besides," said FrechEltte, "our
names will be remembered at
RWC forever."

.iMarchlOf@intes. Ueeds .yolunteers
orDiin~s. ~ ~~ganiz~tiont~at

The March
helps fight birth defects, is looking of
\community/school leaders to help plan their WalkAmerica. Volumteers would b
<responsible for attending monthly meetings and following through on committe
requests . . WalkAmerica is the March of Dimes' largest and most important
<fundraisel", resP()n~ible for nearly 3/4 of the RI chapter's budget . .
) Anyoneinteres@~#n cbritact l{ellyJ. St~bbihs,the Community Director, at401. 7~1.;1 6}1 . · .
..
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For your fraternity, .
sorority, team or other
campus organ1~ation.

•

'

ABSOLUTELY NO
INVISfMIAIT RIC,UIRf. l>!
CALL 1·800-950·84?2,
. 50

'

'

CAMPUS REPS WANTED!
Ot,1a)ity vacation to exotic
'
destination. Sell Spring
Break trips to Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Mar-garita Islands. Fastest
way to free travel and $$$. ·
Call Sun Splash Tours,
•

•_

I • '+I"

·1-800-426-7710.

-

:

. Efficiency apartn;ient.
fo r re nt. Portsmouth,
just over Mt. Hope
· Bridge. $350 .00.
Call 683-9150.

'.
'

Apartment for
_ rent. 2 bedroom,
water-view. $500,- heat
& utilities included.
· Waterview. Quiet neighborhood. Portsmouth,
just over bridge. Call
683-9150.

'

Travel Sales Rep·~
resentative Wante~!!! · ··
. TS; the leader in
coll~giate travel, need motivated individµals
and groups to prdmot .
inter /Spring Break .
trips. For more inform
ation, call Student
ravel Services, Ithaca
NY at 1-800-648-4849.

SPRING BREAK
REPS!!! Earn up to
$3000! Become part of
a team and sell the
best .S pring Break
trips on campus. Earn
FREE TRIPand
u~limited CASH$$$
Call now! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL,
(6l7) 424-"8222 or,
in Boston,
(800) 328-SAVE.

-.

~
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f-o .r :u ms .·

Presents:

B. G·e ntry L~ee: .
''Journey ·to the .Stars"

Chlef ~·n .gineer for Project Galileo, Mr.. .Lee ·inte·grate·d and co- · /
. ordinated all tech·nlca:l -aspects of.th:e Jup·iter-·bountt spacecraf-t

· la:unc·h·e·d in ·o cto-ber of 19'8·9. He has ·been involv·ed in the ex:p:lotation ··of·the ,pl·ahets f·o-r over twenty y·ears -an·d he.Id-a variety
O·f leaders.hip :po·sitJons o~.n \/ikin·g, ·humankin·d'·s first s·ucc:essful. ·
landi.ng o:n the :plan:et :Mars.
· Mr. Lee· also .served on the select committee with Dr. Sally
Ride to chart NASNs future after the Challeng~r accident. As a
writer h·e has colla·b.ofated with astronomer Carl Sagan in the
· ·creation, d·eve·lopment and productio·n of the COSMOS televi.sion series., and with the esteemed science fiction author Arthur
:c . Clark, has written and published three novels.
'

Begins at 8:30pm

Wednesd ay, Octob er 16th
Co-spons·o red by the School of Engineering Forum
Direct any questions to Bill O'Connell, Director of Auxiliary Services 254-3153

